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Abstract: We explore the geometric interpretation of the twisted index of 3d N = 4
gauge theories on S1 × Σ where Σ is a closed Riemann surface. We focus on a rich class
of supersymmetric quiver gauge theories that have isolated vacua under generic mass and
FI parameter deformations. We show that the path integral localises to a moduli space of
solutions to generalised vortex equations on Σ, which can be understood algebraically as
quasi-maps to the Higgs branch. We show that the twisted index reproduces the virtual
Euler characteristic of the moduli spaces of twisted quasi-maps and demonstrate that
this agrees with the contour integral representation introduced in previous work. Finally,
we investigate 3d N = 4 mirror symmetry in this context, which implies an equality of
enumerative invariants associated to mirror pairs of Higgs branches under the exchange of
equivariant and degree counting parameters.
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1 Introduction and Summary
The Witten index [1] of supersymmetric quantum mechanics,
I = TrH(−1)F , (1.1)
is a powerful tool to study geometric aspects of supersymmetric theories. For example, in
a 1d N = (0, 2) sigma model to a compact target M endowed with a holomorphic vector
bundle E, the Witten index can be identified with the holomorphic Euler characteristic
χ
(
M,K1/2M ⊗ E
)
=
∫
M
Aˆ(TM) ch(E) . (1.2)
In the presence of flavour symmetry, this can be promoted to a flavoured Witten index
that computes the equivariant holomorphic Euler characteristic.
In this paper, we study the twisted indices of 3d N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theories
on S1 × Σ. This can be regarded as the flavoured Witten index of the effective supersym-
metric quantum mechanics on S1 obtained by performing a topological twist on a genus
g Riemann surface Σ. There are two distinct twists that utilise a U(1) subgroup from
each factor of the R-symmetry SU(2)H × SU(2)C . We refer to them as the ‘H-twist’ and
‘C-twist’ respectively.
The twisted index can be defined by
IH,C(a, q, t) = TrHH,C (−1)FaJHqJC tJt , (1.3)
where HH,C is the Hilbert space of supersymmetric ground states on S1 × Σ and
• JH is the generator of the Cartan subalgebra of the Higgs branch flavour symmetry
GH acting on the hypermultiplets. The associated fugacity is a = e
2piim where m are
real mass parameters.
• JC is the generator of the Cartan subalgebra of the Coulomb branch flavour symmetry
GC , which is realised as a topological symmetry in the UV. The associated fugacity
is q = e2piiζ where ζ is the real Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter.
• Jt is the generator of the combination U(1)t = U(1)H −U(1)C of R-symmetries, that
commutes with the two supercharges preserved in both the H-twist and the C-twist.
The twisted indices of 3d supersymmetric gauge theories were first computed by
Nekrasov and Shatashvili [2] using the topological A-model on Σ in the context of the
Bethe/Gauge correspondence. More recently, the twisted indices of 3d N = 2 supersym-
metric gauge theores have also been derived from the UV Coulomb branch localisation [3–6].
The result can be expressed as a sum of contour integrals over the complexified maximal
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torus of the gauge group G. When G is a product of unitary groups, as we consider in this
paper, we have
IH,C(a, q, t) =
1
|WG|
∑
m∈ΛG
(−q)tr(m) JK-Res
u=u∗ du Z
1-loop
m (u, a, t)H
g(u, a, t) , (1.4)
where the summation is over GNO quantised flux on Σ, or co-character lattice ΛG of the
gauge group G. The contribution from each flux sector is given by a Jeffrey-Kirwan residue
that specifies the choice of contour.
The main purpose of this paper is to provide a geometric interpretation of this contour
integral as a holomorphic Euler characteristic, as in equation (1.2). We focus on 3d N = 4
superconformal quiver theories that have isolated massive vacua in the presence of generic
mass and FI parameters. By introducing an alternative localising action, we show that the
path integral can be localised to solutions of the generalised vortex equations on Σ, which
take the schematic form
∗FA + e2
(
µR − 2[ϕ†, ϕ]− τ
)
= 0
∂¯AX = 0 ∂¯AY = 0 ∂¯Aϕ = 0 (1.5)
ϕ ·X = 0 ϕ · Y = 0 X · Y = 0 ,
where (X,Y ) are the hypermultiplet scalar fields transforming in a quaternionic represen-
tation of G and ϕ is the vector multiplet complex scalar field in the adjoint representation.
The solutions to these equations form a moduli space M, which is a disjoint union of
topologically distinct sectors labelled by the degree of the gauge bundle
M =
⋃
m∈Λ∨C
Mm , (1.6)
where Λ∨C is the character lattice of the Coulomb branch flavour symmetry GC .
The description of the moduli space depends on a parameter τ , valued in a Cartan
subalgebra tC of the Coulomb branch flavour symmetry. Although this parameter appears
in an exact deformation of the action, we expect intricate wall-crossing behaviour in this
parameter space. In this paper, we formally take the parameter τ →∞ in a given chamber,
which is relevant for three-dimensional mirror symmetry. In this limit, Mm has an algebraic
description as the moduli space of quasi-maps to the Higgs branch, Σ → MH , of degree
m [7]. 1 More precisely, in the H-twist we recover the twisted quasi-maps to holomorphic
symplectic quotients introduced in [14], while in the C-twist we find a generalisation to
arbitrary genus of a construction of [15].
In order to provide a concrete interpretation of the contour integral representation of
the twisted index (1.4) in terms of the enumerative geometry of the moduli space M, we
carefully study the massless fluctuations of the bosonic and fermionic fields around a point
p ∈M. From a mathematical viewpoint, these massless fluctuations can be identified with
1The moduli space of quasi-maps and their enumerative geometry have been discussed in various con-
texts, e.g., [8–13].
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the virtual tangent bundle to the moduli space M and gives rise to perfect obstruction
theory, which coincides with those considered in [14, 15]. We remark that related con-
structions have also been extensively studied in [15, 16] in the context of the K-theoretic
Donaldson-Thomas invariants of Calabi-Yau three-folds. From this discussion, we argue
that the localised path integral for the twisted index reproduces a generating function of
virtual Euler characteristics of Mm defined by
IH,C =
∑
m∈Λ∨C
(−q)m
∫
Mm
Aˆ(T vir) . (1.7)
In general, the moduli spaces Mm are non-compact and these integrals are not well-
defined. However, by turning on a real mass parameter with associated fugacity t, we can
localise further to the compact fixed locus of the U(1)t symmetry. This fixed locus L ⊂M
coincides with the moduli space of quasi-maps to a holomorphic Lagrangian LH ⊂ MH
known as the compact core. The virtual tangent bundle then decomposes on the fixed
locus as
T vir|Lm = TLm +Nm , (1.8)
where TLm is the virtual tangent bundle to the fixed locus and N is the virtual normal
bundle. The path integral then reproduces the virtual Euler characteristic defined by
localisation with respect to the U(1)t action,
IH,C =
∑
m∈Λ∨C
(−q)m
∫
Lm
Aˆ (TLm)
ch
(∧̂•N∨m) . (1.9)
where the notation ∧̂• indicates the exterior algebra normalised by the square root of the
determinant bundle. This gives a concrete geometric interpretation to the twisted index.
In order to perform explicit calculations, we can localise further to the fixed locus
of the maximal torus TH of the flavour symmetry GH by turning on mass parameters
with associated fugacity a, which play the role of equivariant parameters. Under our
assumptions, we show that the fixed locus is a disjoint union of smooth compact spaces
Mm,I , where I labels the fixed points on MH and m ∈ ΛG is a GNO quantised flux with
tr(m) = m. Each component is given by a product of the symmetric product of the curve
Σ,
Mm,I =
rk(G)∏
a=1
SymnIaΣ , (1.10)
where nIa ’s are non-negative integers which depend on the twist and a component of the
magnetic flux m. On the fixed locus, the virtual tangent space decomposes as
T vir
∣∣
Mm,I = TMm,I +Nm,I , (1.11)
where Nm,I are the virtual normal bundles and non-zero weights under the U(1)t × TH
action. The path integral then reproduces the equivariant virtual Euler characteristic via
virtual localisation,
IH,C =
∑
m∈ΛG
(−q)m
∑
I
∫
Mm,I
Aˆ(TMm,I)
ch(∧̂•N∨m,I)
. (1.12)
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The intersection theory on the symmetric product of a curve is well-known [17–19] allowing
us to convert the expression (1.12) into a sum of the residue integrals. We show explicitly
that this reproduces the contour integral representation of the twisted index (1.4). In
particular the fixed loci of U(1)t × TH are in one-to-one correspondence with the poles
selected by the Jeffrey-Kirwan residue integral. 2
Sending t → 1, the twisted index preserves four supercharges that generate a 1d
N = (2, 2) and N = (0, 4) supersymmetric quantum mechanics in the H-twist and C-twist
respectively. This enables us to add further exact terms to the localising action to further
constrain the moduli space. In particular, the C-twisted index can be localised to the space
of constant maps to the Higgs branchMH . In this limit, the virtual Euler characteristic is
independent of q and reduces to the equivariant Rozansky-Witten invariants [22] of MH ,
associated with the three-manifold S1 × Σ,
IC
∣∣
t→1 =
∫
MH
Aˆ(TMH) ch
(∧̂•T ∗MH)g . (1.13)
On the other hand, the H-twisted index reduces to a generating function of the Euler classes
of the GH -fixed loci,
IH
∣∣
t→1 =
∑
m∈ΛG
(−q)m
∑
I
(−1)dimC(Mm,I)
∫
Mm,I
e(Mm,I) , (1.14)
which is independent of the fugacity a.
An important feature of the class of 3d N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theories we
consider is the existence of mirror symmetry, which exchanges the H-twist and the C-twist
of a dual pair of theories T and T ∨. This implies the following relation between the twisted
indices of these theories,
IH [T ](q, a, t) = IC [T ∨](a, q, t−1) , (1.15)
This provides extremely non-trivial relationship between enumerative invariants of quasi-
maps to pairs of Higgs branches MH and M∨H under the exchange of the degree counting
parameters q and equivariant parameters a. In the limit t → 1, we explicitly prove this
relation for T [SU(N)] theories, which are self-dual under mirror symmetry.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we describe the class of 3d N = 4
theories we consider in this paper. In particular, we summarise the construction of the
Higgs branch MH , which plays an important role for later discussions. In section 3, we
explain the procedure of the topological reduction of 3d N = 4 theories on Σ. For this
purpose, we review the localisation process which gives rise to the moduli space M and
study the algebraic description in terms of twisted quasi-maps toMH . Then we study the
massless fluctuations of the bosonic and fermionic fields at a point on the moduli space M,
from which we construct the virtual tangent bundle T vir over M. From this discussion,
we provide a geometric interpretation of the contour integral formula as the virtual Euler
2The geometric interpretation of the twisted index for an N = 2 supersymmetric Chern-Simons theory
with an adjoint chiral multiplet has been studied in the references [20, 21].
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characteristics constructed from T vir. In section 4, we study the reduced moduli space
that preserves four supercharges and discuss the relation to the twisted indices evaluated
in the limit t → 1. In section 5, we explore the geometric interpretations of the twisted
indices through various concrete examples. Finally, in section 6, we study the implications
of mirror symmetry in this context, and explicitly check the proposed dualities for the
T [SU(N)] theories in the limit t→ 1.
2 Background and Notation
2.1 Quiver Gauge Theories
A renormalisable 3d N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theory is specified by a compact group G
and a linear quaternionic representation Q - we refer the reader to [23, 24] for a summary
and further background. In this paper, we will focus on unitary quiver gauge theories.
Introducing an index I = 1, . . . , L labelling the nodes of the quiver, this corresponds to the
choice
G =
∏
I
U(VI) Q = T
∗M (2.1)
where
M =
⊕
I
Hom(WI , VI)⊕
⊕
I≤J
Hom(VI , VJ)⊗QIJ . (2.2)
is a unitary representation of G. Here VI , WI denote complex vector spaces while QIJ
are multiplicities. In physical parlance, there is a dynamical vectormultiplet for the gauge
group G and
• QII hypermultiplets in the adjoint representation of U(VI),
• QIJ hypermultiplets in the bifundamental representation of U(VI)×U(VJ) for I < J ,
• and dimCWI hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation of U(VJ).
An example is the single node quiver with V = CNc , W = CNf and unitary rep-
resentation M = Hom(W,V ). This is supersymmetric QCD with G = U(Nc) and Nf
fundamental hypermultiplets, as illustrated in figure 1. In the following sections 3 and 4,
we will formulate our constructions for a general unitary quiver (subject to an assumption
explained in section 2.2) but our explicit examples in section 5 will be almost exclusively
supersymmetric QCD.
N
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Figure 1. Quiver for U(Nc) supersymmetric QCD with Nf fundamental hypermultiplets
In what follows, we use euclidean SU(2) spinor indices α in addition to spinor indices
A, A˙ for the SU(2)H × SU(2)C R-symmetry, with uniform conventions summarized in
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Appendix A. With this notation, the vectormultiplet includes a gauge connection Aαβ,
scalar fields φA˙B˙, and gauginos λAA˙α transforming in the adjoint representation of G. The
hypermultiplets contains complex scalars XA and fermionic spinors Ψ
A˙
α transforming in the
unitary representation M .
It will be convenient to decompose the supermultiplets under a fixed maximal torus
U(1)H × U(1)C of the R-symmetry. The vectormultiplet scalars decompose into real and
complex components σ, ϕ, ϕ† transforming with U(1)C charge 0,+1,−1 respectively, while
the hypermultiplet scalars decompose into a pair of complex scalars X, Y transforming with
U(1)H charge +
1
2 . The charges of these fields are shown in table 1.
G U(1)H U(1)C U(1)t
σ Adj 0 0 0
ϕ Adj 0 +1 −1
X M +12 0 +
1
2
Y M∗ +12 0 +
1
2
Table 1. Summary of gauge and R-symmetry representations.
The flavour symmetry is a product GH ×GC where:
• GH acts on the hypermultiplets. It is given by the normalizer of G inside USp(M)
modulo the gauge group G:
GH = NUSp(M)(G)/G . (2.3)
• GC contains topological symmetry U(1)L under which monopole operators are charged.
This may be enhanced in the IR to a non-abelian group with maximal torus U(1)L.
We turn on associated real mass deformations valued in the Cartan subalgebras tH , tC of
the flavour symmetry factors:
• Real mass parameters m ∈ tH are vacuum expectation values for the real scalar in a
background vectormultiplet for GH .
• Real FI parameters ζ ∈ tC are vacuum expectation values for the real scalar in a
background twisted vectormultiplet for GC .
We do not consider complex mass and FI parameters in this paper.
In supersymmetric QCD, GH = PSU(Nf ) and GC = U(1), enhanced to GC = SU(2)
whenNf = 2Nc. Correspondingly, we introduce real mass parametersm = (m1, . . . ,mNf ) ∈
RNf−1 satisfying
∑
jmj = 0 and a single FI parameter ζ ∈ R.
It will also be important to introduce a real mass parameter that breaks N = 4 to
N = 2 supersymmetry. Given the maximal torus U(1)H ×U(1)C with generators TH , TC ,
we may decompose the supermultiplets under the N = 2 supersymmetry commuting with
the U(1)t generated by
Tt = TH − TC . (2.4)
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From this perspective, U(1)t is a distinguished flavour symmetry. We can then choose an
integer R-symmetry for the N = 2 supersymmetry algebra generated by RH = 2TH or
RC = 2TC . This choice is important when performing a topological twist on S
1 × Σ.
From the perspective of N = 2 supersymmetry σ transforms in a vectormultiplet, while
ϕ, X, Y transform in chiral multiplets whose charges are summarised in table 1. There
are also superpotentials
WI = TrVI (ϕXY ) (2.5)
at each node whose R-charges are always +2. The real mass parameters m are now obtained
by coupling to a background N = 2 vectormultiplet for the flavour symmetry GH while ζ
is an FI parameter for the dynamical N = 2 vectormultiplet.
We can now explicitly break to N = 2 supersymmetry by introducing a real mass
parameter mt for the distinguished U(1)t flavour symmetry. This is the mass deformation
mentioned in the introduction and, as anticipated there, it will play an important role in
this paper as a localisation parameter.
2.2 Moduli Spaces of Vacua
The moduli space of vacua of 3d N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theory includes a Higgs
branch and a Coulomb branch, denote byMH andMC respectively. They are both hyper-
Ka¨hler, such that the R-symmetries SU(2)H , SU(2)C rotate the complex structure onMH ,
MC . Furthermore, the flavour symmetries GH , GC act by tri-hamiltonian isometries of
MH , MC .
The choice of maximal torus U(1)H × U(1)C selects a complex structure on MH and
MC . From this point of view, they are Ka¨hler manifolds equipped with holomorphic sym-
plectic forms of weight +1 under Ka¨hler isometries U(1)H , U(1)C . The flavour symmetries
GH , GC act by Hamiltonian isometries of MH , MC that leave invariant the holomorphic
symplectic form.
In this paper, we make a crucial assumption that the supersymmetric quiver gauge
theory flows to a superconformal fixed point and has isolated massive vacua when generic
real mass and FI parameters are turned on. This translates into the assumption thatMH ,
MC are conical symplectic resolutions with isolated fixed points under infinitesimal TH ,
TC transformations. Furthermore, tH , tC describe Ka¨hler resolution parameters for MC ,
MH under the identifications
tH = H
2(MC ,R) , tC = H2(MH ,R) . (2.6)
In more physical terms:
• The mass parameters m ∈ tH are resolution parameters for MC and generate an
infinitesimal Hamiltonian isometry of MH ,
• The FI parameters ζ ∈ tC are resolution parameters for MH and generate an in-
finitesimal Hamiltonian isometry of MC .
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This assumption will permeate our considerations on S1×Σ, allowing explicit compu-
tations to be performed while encompassing an infinite and rich class of examples. Further
motivation comes from the fact that such theories transform straightforwardly under 3d
mirror symmetry and play an important role in connection with symplectic duality [25, 26].
For further motivation and background we refer the reader to reference [24]. We will return
to this connection in section 6.
2.3 Higgs Branch Geometry
The Higgs branch is particularly important for consideration of the twisted index on S1×Σ.
We therefore explain its construction in more detail now. We first set the mass parameters
m = 0. The classical vacuum configurations are solutions to
µR − ζ = 0 µC = 0
σ ·X = 0 ϕ ·X = 0 ϕ† ·X = 0
σ · Y = 0 ϕ · Y = 0 ϕ† · Y = 0
[σ, ϕ] = 0 [ϕ,ϕ†] = 0 ,
(2.7)
modulo gauge transformations. Here it is understood that vectormultiplet scalars act on
(X,Y ) in the representation T ∗M . Finally,
µR = X ·X† − Y † · Y µC = X · Y (2.8)
are the real and complex moment maps for the G action on T ∗M .
Equations (2.7) may be decomposed into contributions from each node labelled by an
index I = 1, . . . , L. Here we are employing shorthand notation such as ζ = {ζ1, . . . , ζL} and
µR = {µR,1, . . . , µR,L} to express the contributions from all of the nodes simultaneously.
For future applications, it is useful to reconsider the vacuum equations in the language
of N = 2 supersymmetry. From this perspective the vacuum equations are
µR − 2[ϕ†, ϕ]− ζ = 0
ϕ ·X = 0 ϕ · Y = 0 µC = 0
σ ·X = 0 σ · Y = 0 [σ, ϕ] = 0 ,
(2.9)
where the first line contains the D-term equations and the second line the F -term equations
associated to the superpotential W = TrV (ϕXY ). Note that the D-term equation involves
an additional commutator compared to (2.7). However, by squaring the D-term equation
and imposing the F -term equations,
‖µR − 2[ϕ†, ϕ]− ζ‖2 = ‖µR − ζ‖2 + 4‖[ϕ†, ϕ]‖2 + 2‖ϕ ·X†‖2 + 2‖ϕ · Y †‖2 , (2.10)
which requires [ϕ†, ϕ] = 0 separately and recovers the remaining equations in (2.7).
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2.3.1 Hyper-Ka¨hler Quotient
Under our assumption of section 2.2, the FI parameter ζ can be chosen such that G acts
freely on solutions to the vacuum equations (2.7). This typically requires that the FI
parameter lies in the complement of hyperplanes
ζ ∈ RL\ ∪α Hα , (2.11)
which split the parameter space tC = RL into chambers. In supersymmetric QCD, this
means we assume that Nf ≥ Nc and ζ > 0 or ζ < 0.
The implies σ = ϕ = 0 on solutions of the vacuum equations, which would otherwise
generate unbroken gauge transformations. The remaining equations then describe the
Higgs branch as a smooth hyper-Ka¨hler quotient
Mζ,H := T ∗M///ζ G , (2.12)
is a Nakajima quiver variety [27, 28]. We note that the holomorphic symplectic form on
the Higgs branch is independent of ζ within each chamber, while the real symplectic form
or Ka¨hler structure depends explicitly on ζ.
The assumption of section 2.2 requires that
ν :MH,ζ →MH,0 (2.13)
is a conical symplectic resolution. The inverse image
LH,ζ := ν−1(0) (2.14)
is then a compact holomorphic lagrangian known as the ‘compact core’. This has a conve-
nient Ka¨hler quotient description as follows. The choice of chamber selects a holomorphic
Lagrangian splitting T ∗M = L⊕L∗, corresponding to a decomposition of the hypermulti-
plet fields (XL, YL) where YL = 0 on the compact core. We then have
LH,ζ = L//ζ G = {µR|L = 0}/G . (2.15)
We frequently fix a chamber and omit the dependence on ζ, writing MH and LH respec-
tively for the Higgs branch and its compact core.
In supersymmetric QCD, this assumption requires that Nf ≥ 2Nc. In this case, the
Higgs branch is a cotangent bundle to the grassmannian of Nc-planes in Nf complex dimen-
sions,MH = T ∗G(Nc, Nf ). The map (2.13) is the Springer resolution of the nilpotent cone
closure N¯ρ ⊂ sl(Nf ,C) labelled by ρT = (Nc, Nf−Nc). The compact core LH = G(Nc, Nf )
is the grassmannian base, where:
• In the chamber ζ > 0, LH is characterised by the decomposition (XL, YL) = (X,Y )
and corresponds to configurations with Y = 0.
• In the chamber ζ < 0, LH is characterised by the decomposition (XL, YL) = (Y,−X)
and corresponds to configurations with X = 0.
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2.3.2 Algebraic Description
The Higgs branch has an algebraic description as a holomorphic symplectic quotient by
omitting the D-term equation in favour of an appropriate stability condition and dividing
by complex gauge transformations.
Starting from (X,Y ) ∈ T ∗M , solutions of the F-term equation cut out the subspace
µ−1C (0) ⊂ T ∗M . We then impose a stability condition depending on the chamber of ζ ∈
RL\ ∪α Hα and quotient by complex gauge transformations GC. Under our assumptions,
stability coincides with semi-stability and we obtain a smooth quotient,
MH = µ−1C (0)s/GC . (2.16)
We do not describe the stability condition for a general quiver, instead focussing later on
the example of supersymmetric QCD 3.
This provides an algebraic description of the tangent bundle to MH , which will reap-
pear in section 3.4. Considering small fluctuations of the hypermultiplets (δX, δY ) com-
patible with the F-term equation, modulo infinitesimal complex gauge transformations,
generates the following complex
0 −→ gC α−→ T ∗M β−→ g∗C −→ 0 (2.17)
of trivial GC-equivariant vector bundles on T
∗M . The maps
α : δg 7→ (δg ·X, δg · Y ) β : (δX, δY ) 7→ X · δY + δX · Y (2.18)
at a point (X,Y ) ∈ T ∗M correspond to infinitesimal complex gauge transformations and
the differential of the complex moment map respectively. On restriction to the stable locus
µ−1C (0)
s, α is injective and β surjective, and equation (2.17) descends to a complex of vector
bundles on MH whose cohomology is the tangent bundle,
TMH = Ker(β)/Im(α) . (2.19)
In supersymmetric QCD in the chamber ζ > 0, the stable locus consists of solutions
where X has maximal rank and defines a complex Nc-plane in W = CNf . The holomorphic
symplectic quotient
{X,Y |X · Y = 0, rk(X) = Nc } /GL(Nc,C) (2.20)
provides an algebraic description of MH = T ∗G(Nc, Nf ). The tangent bundle is the
cohomology of the complex
0 −→ Hom(V,V) α−→ T ∗Hom(W,V) β−→ Hom(V,V) −→ 0 , (2.21)
where V is the tautological complex vector bundle with fiber V = CNc and W is the
trivial complex vector bundle with fiber W . The maps are the infinitesimal complex gauge
transformation α : δg 7→ (δgX,−Y δg) and the differential of the complex moment map
β : (δX, δY ) 7→ δXY +XδY .
3An account of the appropriate stability condition for a general quiver that is close to the perspective
taken here can be found in [29].
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2.4 Mass Parameters and Fixed Loci
We now consider the fate of the Higgs branch vacua in the presence of real mass parameters
mt and m associated to flavour symmetries U(1)t and GH respectively.
2.4.1 U(1)t Mass Parameter
The mass parameter mt is a vacuum expectation value for a background N = 2 vector-
multiplet for the flavour symmetry U(1)t. Accordingly, the supersymmetric vacuum equa-
tions (2.7) are modified by replacing σ → σ+mt (acting in the appropriate representation).
More precisely,
σ ·X + mt
2
X = 0 σ · Y + mt
2
Y = 0 [σ, ϕ]−mtϕ = 0 (2.22)
in view of the charges presented in table 1. The remaining supersymmetric vacua corre-
spond to configurations (X,Y, ϕ) solving the modified vacuum equations, for which there
exists a σ such that the combined infinitesimal gauge and U(1)t transformation generated
by σ and mt leaves the configuration invariant.
Such configurations are found by setting YL = 0 where T
∗M = L⊕L∗ is the Lagrangian
splitting introduced above. It is useful to note that under the combined gauge and U(1)t
transformation that leaves this configuration invariant, the hypermultiplet fields (XL, YL)
transform with weight (0, 1). This property could be used to characterise the holomorphic
Lagrangian splitting.
Geometrically, the remaining supersymmetric vacua correspond to the fixed locus of the
U(1)t Ka¨hler isometry of MH generated by the mass parameter mt. From the discussion
above, this coincides with the compact core,
MU(1)tH = LH . (2.23)
In the algebraic description, the U(1)t isometry becomes a C∗ action that transforms the
holomorphic symplectic form with weight +1. This will play an important role in the
definition of the enumerative invariants to be considered in section 3.
For example, in supersymmetric QCD with Nf ≥ 2Nc in the chamber ζ > 0, the
mass deformation requires σ = −mt2 1Nc and Y = 0. Indeed, U(1)t acts on the fibres
of MH = T ∗G(Nc, Nf ) with weight +1 such that the remaining supersymmetric vacua
coincide with the compact core, MU(1)tH = G(Nc, Nf ).
2.4.2 GH Mass Parameters
Let us now add real mass parameters m ∈ tH by turning on a vacuum expectation value
for a background N = 2 vectormultiplet for the GH flavour symmetry. The vacuum
equations (2.7) are modified by
σ → σ +m+mt , (2.24)
where again it is understood that the mass parameters act in the appropriate representation
of U(1)t×GH . The remaining vacua now correspond to configurations (X,Y, ϕ) solving the
modified vacuum equations, for which there exists a σ such that the combined infinitesimal
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gauge and GH ×U(1)t transformation generated by σ and m+mt leaves the configuration
invariant.
Geometrically, the remaining vacua correspond to the fixed locus of the TH × U(1)t
isometry ofMH generated m+mt. The assumption of section 2.2 requires that for generic
mass parameters m, the fixed locus is a set of isolated points
MTH×U(1)tH = {vI} . (2.25)
The fixed points necessarily lie in the compact core. Each massive vacuum corresponds
to a configuration of rk(G) non-vanishing hypermultiplet fields chosen from XL, which we
denote collectively by {Za}. We note that in the algebraic description, TH is promoted to
a (C∗)rk(G) action leaving the holomorphic symplectic form invariant.
In supersymmetric QCD the flavour symmetry GH = PSU(Nf ) acts by Ka¨hler isome-
tries on MH = T ∗G(Nc, Nf ). Turning on generic mass parameters m = {m1, . . . ,mNf }
obeying
∑Nf
i=1mi = 0, there are
(Nf
Nc
)
massive supersymmetric vacua labelled by distinct
subsets I = {i1, . . . , iNc} ⊂ {1, . . . , Nf} where
vI : σa = mia ϕa = 0 Za = X
a
ia . (2.26)
They are the fixed points of a generic TH × U(1)t isometry of MH and coincide with the
coordinate hyperplanes in the grassmannian base LH = G(Nc, Nf ).
3 Twisted Theories on S1 × Σ
In this section, we consider N = 4 supersymmetric quiver gauge theories on S1 × Σ. The
construction is a special case of N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories on S1 × Σ, which
have been extensively covered starting with [3] and continuing in [5, 6]. These works
considered a localisation action where the partition function is expressed as a contour
integral in the complexified maximal torus of the gauge group G, with the contour specified
by a Jeffrey-Kirwan residue prescription. An important motivation for this paper is to
understand the geometric origin of this contour prescription, as in the original mathematical
constructions [30].
We consider here an alternative localising action akin to that introduced in [31], which
localises the path integral to solutions of generalised vortex equations on Σ. In this section,
we briefly review the process of the twisted reduction of the gauge theories on Σ and study
the massless fluctuations around a point on the moduli space of solutions to these equations.
From this we will provide a general relation between the twisted indices and enumerative
invariants of the moduli space.
3.1 Topological Twists
We consider an N = 4 supersymmetric quiver gauge theory on S1 × Σ with a topological
twist along a closed orientable Riemann surface Σ of genus g. The topological twist can
be performed using either U(1)H or U(1)C , leading to a pair of supersymmetric quantum
mechanics on S1 with four supercharges, which we refer to as the H-twist and C-twist
respectively. Their properties are summarised as follows:
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• The H-twist preserves the same supersymmetry as a 1d N = (2, 2) supersymmetric
quantum mechanics on S1 with R-symmetry U(1)H × SU(2)C .
• The C-twist preserves the same supersymmetry as a 1d N = (0, 4) supersymmetric
quantum mechanics on S1 with R-symmetry U(1)C × SU(2)H .
Turning on the real mass parameter mt, both twists preserve a common 1d N = (0, 2)
subalgebra that commutes with the U(1)t symmetry. From the perspective of 3d N = 2
supersymmetry, we are performing topological twists on Σ using the integer valued R-
symmetries generated by RH and RC . Both topological twists are compatible with real
mass parameters m and FI parameters ζ.
3.2 Localising Actions
We first consider an N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory with gauge group G and chiral
multiplets of R-charge r transforming in a unitary representation R. After performing the
topological twist, we denote the fields in the N = 2 vector multiplet by
V = (σ,Aµ, λ, λ¯,Λ, Λ¯, D) . (3.1)
This can be regarded as a 1d N = 2 vectormultiplet (σ + iA0, λ, λ¯,D) for the group
of gauge transformations g : Σ → G and a chiral multiplet (∂¯A, Λ¯) transforming in the
adjoint representation where ∂¯A denotes the anti-holomorphic covariant derivative on Σ.
The standard Yang-Mills lagrangian for the vectormultiplet is 4
LYM = tr
[
1
2
F01F01¯ +
1
2
(−2iF11¯)2 +
1
2
D2 +
1
2
|Dµσ|2 − iλ¯D0λ− iΛ¯1¯D0Λ1
+2iΛ¯1¯D1λ− 2iΛ1D1¯λ¯− iΛ¯1¯[σ,Λ1] + iλ¯[σ, λ]
]
.
(3.2)
This action is exact with respect to the two supercharges δ, δ˜ preserved by the topological
twist on Σ. In addition, we can introduce a real FI parameter for each U(1) factor in the
gauge group. For example, when G = U(N) the FI parameter gives a contribution
LFI[V ] = − iζ
2pi
tr(D) . (3.3)
Similarly, we denote the fields of theN = 2 chiral multiplet transforming in a representation
R by
Φ = (φ, ψ, η, F ) . (3.4)
On a curve Σ, this reduces to a 1d N = (0, 2) chiral multiplet (φ, ψ) transforming as a
smooth section Ω0,0Σ (PΦ) and a fermi multiplet transforming as a smooth section Ω
0,1
Σ (PΦ).
4Here we used frame indices
e0 = dt , e1 =
√
2¯gzz¯dz , e
1¯ =
√
2gzz¯dz¯ ,
so that the metric on the Riemann surface is ds2 = e1e1¯ = 2gzz¯dzdz¯ . We also defined Fµν = ∂µAν −
∂νAµ − i[Aµ, Aν ], where ∗F = −2iF11¯ is hermitian. (Throughout the paper, we will use ∗ to denote the
hodge dual on the 2d Riemann surface Σ.) The holomorphic derivatives and the gauginos are (∂¯A, Λ¯) =
(D1¯e
1¯,Λ1¯e
1¯) and (∂A,Λ) = (D1e
1,Λ1e
1) .
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Here we define the associated vector bundle PΦ := K
r/2
Σ ⊗(P×GR) where P is the principal
gauge bundle on Σ. We use the following lagrangian for the chiral multiplet,
LΦ = φ†(−D20 − 4D1D1¯ + σ2 + iD − 2iF11¯)φ− F †F
− i
2
ψ¯(D0 + σ)ψ − 2iη¯(D0 − σ)η + 2iψ¯D1η − 2iη¯D1¯ψ
− iψ¯λ¯φ+ iφ†λψ − 2iφ†Λ1η + 2iη¯Λ¯1¯φ ,
(3.5)
which is also δ, δ˜-exact. Finally the superpotential term is given by
LW [Φ] + LW¯ [Φ†] =
∫
d2θ W (Φ) + h.c. (3.6)
where W is a holomorphic function of chiral multiplets with total U(1)R-charge 2.
We now consider a N = 4 supersymmetric quiver gauge theory as described in sec-
tion 2.1. We can regard this as an N = 2 supersymmetric quiver theory with R-symmetry
U(1)H or U(1)C . In particular,
• The N = 4 vectormultiplet decomposes into an N = 2 vectormultiplet V and an
N = 2 chiral multiplet Φϕ = (ϕ,ψϕ, ηϕ, Fϕ) in the adjoint representation.
• The N = 4 hypermultiplet decomposes into a pair of N = 2 chiral multiplets denoted
by ΦX = (X,ψX , ηX , FX) and ΦY = (Y, ψY , ηY , FY ) transforming in the unitary
representations M and M∗ respectively.
Accounting for the R-charges summarised in table 1, the chiral multiplets mentioned above
transform as sections of the associated bundles
Pϕ := (P ×G g)⊗K1−rΣ
PX := (P ×GM)⊗Kr/2Σ
PY := (P ×GM∗)⊗Kr/2Σ ,
(3.7)
where
r :=
{
1 H-twist
0 C-twist .
(3.8)
In addition there is an N = 2 superpotential W = 〈Y,Φ · X〉 of R-charge +2 and trans-
forms as a section of KΣ.
5 These supermultiplets further decompose into 1d N = (0, 2)
supermultiplets as detailed above.
Summing the above lagrangian contributions from these multiplets gives
L = 1
e2
LYM + 1
g2
(LX + LY + LΦ) + 1
g2W
LW + LFI (3.9)
where we have inserted parameters e2, g2 and g2W in front of the exact contributions. By
taking the limit as these parameters tend to zero, we can localise the path integral to the
5By 〈·, ·〉 we always denote the natural pairing between a space and its dual.
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critical loci of the combinations LYM, LX + LY + LΦ and LW separately. By imposing a
suitable reality condition for all the fields except for the auxiliary field, the path integral
localises to solutions of the following equations
∗ F = −iD , ∂¯AX = 0 ∂¯AY = 0 ∂¯Aϕ = 0 ,
dAσ = 0 , F01 = F01¯ = 0 , σ ·X = 0 σ · Y = 0 σ · ϕ = 0 ,
ϕ ·X = 0 ϕ · Y = 0 X · Y = 0
(3.10)
as found in [3, 5, 6]. This leads to a contour integral representation of the twisted index.
We consider here an alternative localising action akin to the one introduced in section
9 of reference [31] in the context of the twisted partition function of 2d N = (2, 2) theories
on S2. In particular, we add a (δ + δ˜)-exact term,
LH = 1
2i
(
δ + δ˜
) [(
λ+ λ¯
) (
µR − 2[ϕ†, ϕ]− τ
)]
, (3.11)
whose bosonic part is
LbosH = i (D − 2F11¯)
(
µR − 2[ϕ†, ϕ]− τ
)
. (3.12)
We emphasise that the parameter τ ∈ t∗ is distinct from the physical FI parameter ζ
introduced in equation (3.3). We then replace the vectormultiplet action by
1
e2
LYM → 1
t2
(
1
e2
LYM + LH
)
(3.13)
and consider the limit as t, g → 0 such that t/g → 0, while keeping e finite. After integrating
out the auxiliary field, the path integral localises to configurations solving the following set
of ‘generalised vortex equations’ on Σ,
∗FA + e2
(
µR − 2[ϕ†, ϕ]− τ
)
= 0 dAσ = 0
∂¯AX = 0 ∂¯AY = 0 ∂¯Aϕ = 0
ϕ ·X = 0 ϕ · Y = 0 X · Y = 0
σ · ϕ = 0 σ ·X = 0 σ · Y = 0 (3.14)
where it is understood that σ, ϕ and ∂¯A act in the appropriate representation. In addition,
there are fermion zero modes in the background of such configurations. These must combine
to form 1d N = (0, 2) supermultiplets whose structure will be elucidated in subsequent
sections.
3.3 The Vortex Moduli Space
We now consider the moduli space of solutions to the generalised vortex equations (3.14)
for the class of supersymmetric theories introduced in section 2. Recall that we consider
quiver gauge theories with G =
∏L
I=1 U(NI).
First, solutions of the generalised vortex equations form topologically distinct sectors
labelled by the flux
mI :=
1
2pi
∫
Σ
Tr(FI) . (3.15)
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We can equivalently write mI = c1(VI) where VI denotes the vector bundle on Σ in the
fundamental representation of U(NI). We use shorthand notation m := {mI} ∈ ZL.
The allowed fluxes m ∈ ZL generate a lattice in the Lie algebra of the abelian part
of G. The latter can be identified with the dual of the Cartan subalgebra the Coulomb
branch flavour symmetry, t∨C ∼= RL. The flux lattice is then naturally identified with the
character lattice
Λ∨C := Hom(TC , U(1)) . (3.16)
The homomorphism ζ 7→ e2pii〈ζ,m〉 arises in the contribution to the path integral from the
FI parameter. Through the identification (2.6) the flux lattice is equivalently
Λ∨C ' H2(MH ,Z) , (3.17)
which suggests that solutions of the generalised vortex equations are related to holomorphic
maps Σ→MH of degree m. We will explain below in what sense this is realised.
Second, the parameter τ ∈ RL appearing in the generalised vortex equations (3.14)
arises from an exact contribution to the lagrangian. In what follows, we always choose
this parameter to lie in the same connected component or chamber of the parameter space
RL\ ∪α Hα as the physical FI parameter ζ.
The parameter τ (or more precisely the combination e2τ) controls the tension or inverse
size of the vortex solutions. We therefore expect an intricate dependence on τ and Vol(Σ) as
the moduli space may jump when walls are crossed in the parameter space where additional
vortices may be supported. 6 In order to obtain a uniform description of the moduli space
of solutions to (3.14) for all fluxes m ∈ ZL, we will send the parameter τ →∞ within the
appropriate chamber of RL\ ∪α Hα. This corresponds to an ‘infinite-tension’ limit where
an arbitrary number of vortices can be supported.
In the infinite tension limit, the magnetic flux is concentrated at a finite set of points
P on Σ. Provided we restrict to Σ−P , the magnetic flux may be neglected in the first line
of equation (3.14) and therefore
µR − 2[ϕ†, ϕ] = τ . (3.18)
This is identical to the D-term equation in the N = 2 supersymmetry description of the
Higgs branch described in equation (2.9). Under the assumptions of section 2.2, solution of
the generalised vortex equations therefore have the property that for each point in Σ− P ,
σ = ϕ = 0 and they determine a point on MH,τ . Together with the remaining equations
in (3.14) this is sufficient to determine that σ = ϕ = 0 everywhere.
In the infinite tension limit, it is therefore sufficient to restrict our attention to the
following system of equations
∗FA + e2 (µR − τ) = 0
∂¯AX = 0 ∂¯AY = 0 X · Y = 0 (3.19)
6We will discuss the moduli space of gauge theories at finite τ and their wall-crossing phenomena in
upcoming work [32].
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whose solutions with a fixed degree m ∈ ZL describe holomorphic maps Σ → MH away
from a finite set of points on Σ. Let us then denote the moduli space of solutions to the
generalised vortex equations (3.19) modulo gauge transformations by M. As explained
above, this is a disjoint union of topologically distinct components,
M =
⋃
m∈Λ∨C
Mm . (3.20)
We emphasise that the moduli space encompasses both boson and fermion zero modes.
More precisely, the moduli space is parametrised by the vacuum expectation values of both
1dN = (0, 2) chiral multiplets and 1dN = (0, 2) Fermi multiplets. In the following section,
we explain that the algebraic description of the solutions to these equations coincide with
that of ‘quasi-maps’.
3.4 Algebraic Description
To understand the vortex moduli spaces Mm and the mathematical interpretation of the
twisted index, we consider an algebraic description of the moduli space of generalised
vortex equations (3.19) in the infinite-tension limit τ →∞. We show that this description
coincides with two variations of moduli spaces of stable quasi-maps Σ→MH in the H-twist
and C-twist respectively.
As for the Higgs branch, the algebraic description of the moduli space Mm is found
schematically by removing the D-term vortex equation from (3.19) in favour of a stability
condition and dividing by complex gauge transformations (under which the equation X ·Y
is invariant). A solution is then represented by the following holomorphic data:
• A holomorphic GC-bundle E on Σ;
• Holomorphic sections X, Y of the associated holomorphic vector bundles EX , EY
subject to the complex moment map constraint µC = X · Y = 0;
• Subject to a stability condition;
and modulo complex gauge transformations. We refer to a collection of such algebraic
data as (E,X, Y ). This associates to each point on Σ a point in µ−1C (0) ⊂ T ∗M . We can
therefore regard this algebraic data as a twisted holomorphic map Σ → µ−1C (0) of degree
m.
Let us now consider the stability condition arising from the vortex equation,
∗ FA + e2 (µR − τ) = 0 . (3.21)
The determination of the relevant stability condition depends intricately on the choice of
parameter τ and has been studied extensively in particular examples [33–35].
The infinite tension limit leads to a simplification in the stability condition: away from
a finite set of points on Σ the curvature term in equation (3.21) can be ignored and the
image of the map Σ → µ−1C (0) determined by the algebraic data must lie in the stable
locus µ−1C (0)
s. This is precisely the stability condition introduced in [7, 14, 15] to define
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quasi-maps Σ→MH . Accounting for the R-charges as in (3.7), in the C-twist we therefore
have an algebraic description of Mm as the moduli space of quasi-maps Σ→MH of degree
m ∈ ZL as considered in [15] for the special case Σ = CP1. In the H-twist, we have a
similar algebraic description as twisted quasi-maps as described in [14].
3.5 Virtual Tangent Bundle
We can further study this identification by computing the massless fluctuations around
solutions of the generalised vortex equations (3.14). By supersymmetry preserved on S1×Σ,
these fluctuations must organise into supermultiplets of 1d N = (0, 2) supersymmetry. We
will demonstrate that the massless fluctuations reproduce the structure virtual tangent
bundles or perfect obstruction theories for Mm considered in [7, 14, 15].
Let us fix a point on the moduli space represented by the algebraic data (E,X, Y ).
Then each of the three-dimensional chiral multiplets φ = X,Y, ϕ generates a pair of 1d
N = (0, 2) supermultiplet fluctuations at this point:
• Chiral multiplets: (δφ, ψφ) ∈ H0(Eφ).
• Fermi multiplets: (ηφ) ∈ H1(Eφ).
In addition, the three-dimensional vectormultiplet contributes a chiral multiplet fluctuation
(δA¯, Λ¯) ∈ H1(EV ), where EV is the holomorphic vector bundle associated with the adjoint
representation, corresponding to deformations of the holomorphic vector bundle E via the
derivative operator ∂¯A, and a Fermi multiplet λ ∈ H0(EV ) corresponding to infinitesimal
holomorphic gauge transformations.
Not all of these fluctuations remain massless. First, let us fix the holomorphic vector
bundle E and consider fluctuations of the hypermultiplets (X,Y ). For the scalar fluctu-
ations (δX, δY ), linearisation of the complex moment map equation X · Y = 0 generates
the complex of vector spaces
H0(EV )
α0−→ H0(EX ⊕ EY ) β
0
−→ H1(Eϕ)∗ , (3.22)
where the map α0 : δg 7→ (δg ·X, δg · Y ) is an infinitesimal complex gauge transformation
and β0 : (δX, δY )→ X · δY + δX · Y is the differential of the complex moment map. The
massless fluctuations of the complex scalars lie in Ker(β0)/Im(α0). We note that under
our assumptions α0 is injective.
The same result must hold for the fermion components (ψX , ψY ) of the chiral multiplets
by 1d N = (0, 2) supersymmetry but it is illuminating to check this explicitly. This can be
understood from the Yukawa couplings with the Fermi multiplet fluctuations λ ∈ H0(EV )
and ηϕ ∈ H1(Eϕ). First, there is∫
Σ
∗〈λ, ψX ·X†〉+
∫
Σ
∗〈λ, Y † · ψY 〉 . (3.23)
Here we denote by 〈·, ·〉 the pairing between the lie algebra g and its dual g∗. Other
contractions are implicit. Let us suppose that the fermion fluctuations take the form
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(ψX , ψY ) = ( · X,  · Y ) for some fermion  ∈ H0(EV ), meaning they lie in the image of
α0. Then the above contributions are proportional to∫
Σ
∗〈µR (X,Y ) , λ〉. (3.24)
By the stability condition, the real moment map cannot vanish identically on Σ and there-
fore this coupling generates a mass for the fermions  and λ. We conclude that the fermion
fluctuations (ψX , ψY ) in the image of α
0 become massive. Second, the superpotential (2.5)
generates the Yukawa couplings∫
Σ
〈 ηϕ , X · ψY + ψX · Y 〉 . (3.25)
It is clear that if the fermion fluctuations satisfy X ·ψY +ψX ·Y = 0, then the sum of these
couplings vanish and these fluctuations are massless. Otherwise they pair up with ηϕ to
become massive. We therefore conclude that the remaining massless fluctuations (ψX , ψY )
lie in Ker(β0)/Im(α0). In addition there are Fermi multiplet fluctuations η¯ϕ in the cokernel
of β0. In summary, there are massless 1d N = (0, 2) fluctuations given by the cohomology
of the complex (3.22).
Let us now return to consider fluctuations of the holomorphic bundle E via the deriva-
tive operator ∂¯A. Deformations of the holomorphic vector bundle E correspond to elements
in H1(E). However, these deformations must be such that (X,Y ) remain holomorphic sec-
tions, meaning they lie in the kernel of the map
α1 : H1(EV ) −→ H1(EX ⊕ EY ) , (3.26)
where α1 : δA¯→ (δA¯ ·X, δA¯ ·Y ). The same condition must hold for the fermion component
of the chiral multiplet (δA¯, Λ¯), but it is again illuminating to show this directly. This follows
by noting that the Yukawa couplings∫
Σ
〈Λ¯, Xη¯X〉+
∫
Σ
〈Λ¯, Y η¯Y 〉 (3.27)
vanish when the fermion Λ¯ lies in the kernel of α1.
Finally, let us consider the chiral multiplet fluctuations (δϕ, ψϕ) ∈ H0(Eϕ). The
complex scalar fluctuations must obey δϕ ·X = 0 and δϕ · Y = 0, which means that they
lie in the cokernel of the map
β1 : H1(EX ⊕ EY )→ H0(Eϕ)∗ , (3.28)
where β1 : (A,B) → X · B + A · Y . Under our assumptions, ϕ vanishes identically on
solutions to the generalised vortex equations and therefore β1 is surjective. Once again,
the same condition must hold for the fermion components of the supermultiplet. This time
we consider the remaining Yukawa couplings∫
Σ
〈ψϕ , X · ηY + ηX · Y 〉 , (3.29)
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which shows that the combination of fermion fluctuations X · ηY + ηX · Y that are not
kernel of β1 pair up with the fluctuations ψϕ and become massive.
In summary, the massless fluctuations around a point on the moduli space M of quasi-
maps Σ→MH represented by algebraic data (E,X, Y ) are encoded in the cohomology of
the following pair of complexes
H0(E)
α0−→ H0(EX ⊕ EY ) β
0
−→ H1(Eϕ)∗
H1(E)
α1−→ H1(EX ⊕ EY ) β
1
−→ H0(Eϕ)∗ .
(3.30)
This can be promoted to a complex of GH×U(1)t equivariant sheaves on the moduli space
M using the universal construction on M×Σ. The starting point is the universal G-bundle
P →M× Σ. We then have
Rpi•(P) α−→ Rpi•(PX ⊕ PY ) β−→ Rpi•(Pϕ)∗ , (3.31)
where pi : M×Σ→M is the other projection and the associated vector bundles PX ,PY ,Pϕ
are defined as before in (3.7) using the pullback K = f∗KΣ where f : M × Σ → Σ is the
projection. Note that this mirrors the structure of the complex whose cohomology computes
the tangent bundle to MH outlined in section 2.3. In the remainder of the paper, we will
mainly refer to T vir as the equivariant K-theory class of the complex (3.31).
This construction coincides with the perfect obstruction theory constructed in [15] for
Σ = CP1 in the C-twist [14] and in H-twist on a general curve Σ of genus g. The two
obstruction theories have remarkably different features. The obstruction theories for the
H-twist is symmetric, meaning that there is an isomorphism between the complex in degree
0 in (3.31) and the dual of the complex in degree 1. This implies that the virtual dimension
of the moduli space is zero. In the C-twist the obstruction fails to be symmetric unless
the curve is elliptic, so that the canonical bundle is trivial. A Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch
computation shows that
dimvir (Mm) =
{
0 H-twist
dim (MH) (1− g) C-twist .
(3.32)
The difference between the two twists will be particularly manifest when we will attempt
to give an interpretation of the twisted indices.
3.6 Mass Parameters and Fixed Loci
The moduli spaces Mm introduced above are in general expected to be non-compact. The
presence of massless non-compact fluctuations would render the computation of the twisted
index on S1×Σ ill-defined. To remedy this, we introduce real mass parameters for flavour
symmetries that, as for the Higgs branch in section (2.3), will cut down the moduli space
to the fixed locus of this flavour symmetry.
The mass parameter for the U(1)t symmetry associated to the breaking to N = 2
supersymmetry is enough to ensure the twisted index on S1×Σ is well-defined and identify
its mathematical interpretation. Further introduction of mass parameters for GH will make
the twisted index explicitly computable in our localisation scheme.
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3.6.1 U(1)t Mass Parameters
Let us introduce the mass parameter mt for U(1)t. The effect of this deformation is to
replace σ → σ + mt in the generalised vortex equations (3.14), where mt acts with the
appropriate weight according to table 1. The remaining moduli space of solutions is the
fixed locus of the U(1)t action on Mm.
First recall from section 2.4 that turning on the mass parameter mt restricts the Higgs
branch to a compact holomorphic Lagrangian known as the compact core MU(1)tH = LH .
This is characterised by a holomorphic Lagrangian splitting T ∗M = L ⊕ L∗ such that he
hypermultiplet fields in L∗ vanish on the fixed locus and LH = L//ζ G.
Similarly, solutions of the generalised vortex equations invariant under U(1)t corre-
spond to configurations where the hypermultiplet fields in L∗ vanish and correspond alge-
braically to twisted quasi-maps Σ→ LH to the compact core. We denote the fixed locus of
the moduli space by M
U(1)t
m = Lm. Upon restriction to the fixed locus, the virtual tangent
bundle splits into two pieces
H•(E) α−→ H•(EL) H•(EL∗) β−→ H1−•(Eϕ)∗ . (3.33)
transforming with weight 0 and +1 respectively under U(1)t. They can be identified with
the virtual tangent bundle to Lm and the virtual normal bundle respectively. At the level
of K-theory classes we have
T vir
∣∣
L
= T virL + tN , (3.34)
where t = e2piimt is the equivariant parameter for the U(1)t symmetry.
In the H-twist, the tangent and normal fluctuations at the fixed locus are related by
Serre duality
H•(EL) = H1−•(EL∗)∗ , H•(E) = H1−•(Eϕ)∗ (3.35)
and Nvir = − (T virL )∨ as K-theory classes. Although it is not necessary in our computations,
when the Higgs branch is a cotangent bundle we expect that the extended moduli space
including fermionic fluctuations is a shifted cotangent bundle T ∗[−1]L. In the C-twist, the
virtual normal bundle Nvir can be identified with the class of the complex
H•(E ⊗KΣ)∗ −→ H•(EL ⊗KΣ)∗ (3.36)
by an application of Serre duality.
3.6.2 GH Mass Parameters
Let us now introduce real mass parameters m ∈ tH and consider localisation with respect
to TH ⊂ GH . Under our assumption that fixed points {vI} of MH are isolated, the fixed
locus in M corresponds to a union of MI , where the gauge group G is broken to its maximal
torus
G→ U(1)rk(G) . (3.37)
Then the associated degree m vector bundle E decomposes into the sum of line bundles
E = L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Lrk(G) , (3.38)
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where deg(Li) = mi. The rk(G)-vector m = (m1, · · · ,mrk(G)) is valued in the co-character
lattice ΛG of the gauge group G, and satisfies the relation tr(m) = m. This implies that
each fixed locus MI can be further decomposed into
MI =
⋃
m∈ΛG
Mm,I . (3.39)
Furthermore, integrating the abelianised vortex equations over Σ, one can show that
there are exactly rk(G) non-vanishing chiral multiplet fields Za, a = 1, . . . , rk(G) at each
fixed locus I. This corresponds to the isolated vacua vI in (2.26). Then each component
of the fixed locus Mm,I parametrises the holomorphic line bundle La together with non-
vanishing holomorphic section Za, which can be identified with the rk(G)-fold product of
symmetric products of a curve Σ
Mm,I =
rk(G)∏
a=1
Symma+r(g−1)Σ . (3.40)
This is a compact smooth Ka¨hler manifold of complex dimension m + rk(G)r(g − 1).
Now the massless fluctuations transform in the tangent bundle to the fixed loci TMm,I
and the remaining fluctuations are massive. This corresponds to a decomposition of the
virtual tangent bundle
T vir|Mm,I = TMm,I +Nm,I , (3.41)
where the virtual normal bundle Nm,I encodes the fluctuations that have become massive
upon turning on the mass parameter. These two contributions are known as the ‘fixed’
and ‘moving’ parts and are characterised as those transforming with trivial weight and
non-trivial weight under the TH ×U(1)t transformation generated by the mass parameters
mH , mt.
3.7 Evaluating the Partition Function
The path integral of the twisted index computes the generating function of the equivariant
virtual Euler characteristic of the moduli spaces Mm. This is defined by the following
integral
χ(M, Oˆvir) =
∑
m∈Λ∨C
(−q)m
∫
Mm
Aˆ(Tvir) , (3.42)
where Aˆ(Tvir) is the A-roof genus of the virtual tangent bundle. This quantity has been
extensively studied in [15, 16] in the context of the enumerative geometry of curves in
Calabi-Yau five-folds. The analogous construction for the four-dimensional Vafa-Witten
invariants has been recently studied in [36].
Due to the non-compactness of Mm, this formula should be evaluated with a proper
virtual localisation theorem. Let us first consider the localisation with respect to the U(1)t
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action, which leads to the expression
χ(M, Oˆvir) =
∑
m∈Λ∨C
(−q)m
∫
[Lm]
Aˆ
(
T virLm
)
ch
(∧̂•N∨m)
=
∑
m∈Λ∨C
(−q)m
∫
[Lm]
Aˆ
(
T virLm
)
ch
(
Ŝ•N∨m
)
.
(3.43)
Here we introduced the “symmetrised” symmetric and exterior algebras
Ŝ•V := (detV )1/2 ⊗ S•V , ∧̂•V := (detV )−1/2 ⊗ ∧•V , (3.44)
where
S•V =
⊕
i≥0
SiV , ∧• V =
⊕
i≥0
(−1)i ∧i V (3.45)
are the symmetric and exterior algebra of V . In the H-twist, the identification of the
virtual normal bundle with N = −(T virL )∨ means we can also interpret the twisted index
as a symmetrised virtual χy-genus with y = −t.
These integrals can be explicitly evaluated by a further localisation with respect to
TH ⊂ GH . In turning on the real mass parameters m, we have seen that the solutions of
the BPS equations are restricted to the fixed locus MT , which is a disjoint union of smooth
compact fixed loci. Let us denote the inclusion by σm,I : Mm,I ↪→ M. Then the integral
decomposes as a sum of contributions from the distinct components of the fixed locus
χ(M, Oˆvir) =
∑
m∈ΛG
(−q)m
∑
I
∫
Mm,I
Aˆ
(
TMm,I
)
ch
(
∧̂•N∨m,I
)
=
∑
m∈ΛG
(−q)m
∑
I
∫
Mm,I
Aˆ
(
TMm,I
)
ch(Ŝ•N∨m,I) .
(3.46)
We note the individual contributions from the components of the fixed locus may
be interpreted as the index of the Dirac operator on the smooth space Mm,I twisted by
a complex of holomorphic vector bundles represented by Ŝ•N∨m,I . This is an expected
form of the partition function of a finite-dimensional N = (0, 2) supersymmetric quantum
mechanics with target space Mm,I .
As discussed in the previous section, under our assumptions, the fixed loci are smooth
products of symmetric products and these integrals can be evaluated explicitly. We will
explore an extensive set of examples in section 5.
3.8 Relation to Contour Integral Formulae
One main focus of this paper is to provide a concrete geometric interpretation for the
twisted indices of 3d N = 4 theories on S1 × Σ. For the class of theories we consider in
this paper, the twisted index is defined as
I[g] = TrH (−1)F e2piiζ·JCe2piim·JH tJt =
∑
m∈Λ∨C
TrHm (−1)F (−q)me2piim·JH tJt , (3.47)
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whereH is the Hilbert space of states on Σ. This can be decomposed into topological sectors
labelled by m ∈ Λ∨C . We defined q = e2piiζ and multiplied by (−1)m for each topological
sector for future convenience. m is the real mass for the Higgs branch symmetry GH .
The twisted indices of general N = 2 gauge theories have been studied extensively in
[2, 3, 5, 6] from various perspectives. Below we briefly summarise the result obtained from
UV Coulomb branch localisation [3, 5, 6]. Using the δ, δ˜-exactness of the Yang-Mills action
(3.2) and the matter Lagrangian (3.5), the path integral can be localised to the solutions
to the BPS equations by taking the limit e → 0 and g → 0 in a careful way. In addition,
we will add a δ, δ˜-exact term (3.11) to the action as (3.13) and take the limit t, g → 0
with t/g → 0 instead, in order to land on a particular bosonic moduli space considered in
section 3.2. This does not modify the procedure of the localisation computation, except
for the contribution from the asymptotic boundary of the classical Coulomb branch which
we briefly explain below and in appendix B.
After carefully integrating out the fermionic zero modes, the localised path inte-
gral can be written as a r-dimensional residue integral over the classical coulomb branch
parametrised by u = iβ(σ + ia0) valued in a complexified maximal torus of G:
I[g] =
(2pii)rk(G)
|WG|
∑
m∈ΛG
∑
u∗={ui}
JK-Res
u=u∗
(Qu∗(u), η) (−q)m Zvector1-loop(u)Zhyper1-loop(u,m)H(u,m)g drk(G)u .
(3.48)
The summation is over the GNO quantized flux m valued in the co-character lattice of the
gauge group ΛG, and WG is the Weyl group of G. For G = U(k), the lattice elements in
(3.48) and (3.47) are related by tr(m) = m ∈ Z. The one-loop determinants evaluated at
the BPS locus are
Zvector1-loop(u) = (2i sinpimt)
(g−1)(2r−1)rk(G) ∏
α∈∆
(2i sinpiα(u))α(m)+(g−1)(2r−1)
(2i sinpi(α(u)−mt))α(m)−(g−1)(2r−1)
(3.49)
and
Zhyper1-loop(u,m) =
∏
i
∏
ρ∈M
(
2i sinpi
(−ρ(u)−mi + mt2 ))ρ(m)−(g−1)(r−1)(
2i sinpi
(
ρ(u) +mi +
mt
2
))ρ(m)+(g−1)(r−1) , (3.50)
where ∆ is the set of all roots of g and ρ is the weights in a complex representation M of
G. Note that we adopt a symmetric quantization for the one-loop computation, because
this will be in accordance with computation of the virtual Euler characteristic constructed
from the normalised symmetric and exterior algebra (3.44). The last term in (3.48) can be
obtained from integrating out the gaugino zero modes Λ1,Λ1¯:
H(u,m) = det
ab
[
Hvectorab (u) +H
hyper
ab (u,m)
]
, (3.51)
where
Hvectorab (u) =
∑
α∈∆
αaαb
cospi(α(u)−mt)
2i sinpi(α(u)−mt) (3.52)
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and
Hhyperab (u,m) =
∑
i
∑
ρ∈M
ρaρb
(
cospi(ρ(u) +mi +mt/2)
2i sinpi(ρ(u) +mi +mt/2)
+
cospi(−ρ(u)−mi +mt/2)
2i sinpi(−ρ(u)−mi +mt/2)
)
.
(3.53)
The integrand of (3.48) has four types of singular hyperplanes in the domain of the
u-integral, where each of the hyperplane HQ is assigned a charge vector Q ∈ t∗:
• There exist potential singularities where a chiral multiplet becomes massless:
H±ρ =
{
u ∈ tC
∣∣∣ ± ρ(u)±m+ mt
2
= 0
}
(3.54)
The order of the pole is ±ρ(m) + (g − 1)(r − 1) + g.
• For each α ∈ ∆, there exist potential singularities at
HΦα =
{
u ∈ tC
∣∣∣ α(u)−mt = 0} , (3.55)
where the adjoint chiral multiplets in the N = 4 vector multiplets become massless.
• For g > 1, we have additional singularities at
HWα =
{
u ∈ tC
∣∣∣ α(u) = 0} , (3.56)
where the W-boson becomes massless. This singularity corresponds to the boundary
of the Weyl chamber, where the non-abelian gauge symmetry enhances.
• Finally, the integrand can have a potential singularity at
HQa,± =
{
u ∈ tC
∣∣∣ ua → ±i∞} . (3.57)
The behaviour of the integrand at infinity is governed by the charge of the monopole
operators T± under the gauge and global symmetries in the theory [3, 5, 6], whose
explicit form is not needed for this paper.
The integral is given by a sum of the rk(G)-dimensional residue integral over the poles
defined by the intersections of rk(G) singular hyperplanes. The JK-integral [30, 37, 38] is
defined by the property
JK-Res
u=u∗
(Qu∗(u), η)
[
drk(G)u
Q1(u) · · ·Qrk(G)(u)
]
=
 1|det(Q1, · · · , Qrk(G))| if η ∈ Cone(Q1, · · · , Qrk(G))
0 else
(3.58)
where Cone(Q1, · · · , Qr) is the positive cone spanned by the charge vectors (Q1, · · · , Qr).
This definition includes the charge vector Q± from the hyperplanes at asymptotic infinities
(3.57). The charges Qa,± of these hyperplanes can be defined by examining the integral of
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the auxiliary field Dˆ in the large u region. For G = U(1), we show in appendix B that the
natural choice is 7
Q± =
2pim
e2
− vol(Σ)τ , (3.59)
for each GNO flux sector m ∈ Z, where τ is the parameter we introduced in (3.11).
Each residue integral defined by (3.58) depends on the auxiliary parameter η ∈ t∗. In
this paper, we will choose
η = −2pim
e2
+ vol(Σ)τ := η0 , (3.60)
so that the residue integral (3.48) does not pick up the poles involving the hyperplane at
asymptotic boundaries. For G = U(1) theory, one can show that the residue integral does
not depend on the choice of η, due to the residue theorem. As discussed in section 3.3,
we will work on the chamber where τ is sufficiently large, so that we have η > 0 for all
values of m ∈ Z. We claim that this procedure can be generalised to the non-abelian gauge
theories considered in this paper. Note that the Jeffrey-Kirwan residue integral operation
in (3.58) is ill-defined for the poles which intersect with the W-boson singularities (3.56).
These singularities need to be properly resolved, and following [5, 6], we will exclude the
residues from these poles in the final formula. 8
Integrating the D-term equation (3.19) over Σ, we obtain∫
Σ
∗ µR = η0 . (3.61)
From this relation we can check that the poles that passes the JK condition with the choice
(3.60) are in one-to-one correspondence with the fixed loci of the moduli space (3.40). In
particular, the real moment map condition (3.61) can be explicitly written as∑
i
Qai
∫
Σ
∗|φai |2 = ηa0 , ∀a = 1, · · · , rk(G) , (3.62)
where the index i runs over all the chiral multiplets in the theory. This equation implies
that the rk(G)-vector η0 is in the positive cone of the charge vectors {Qai }, which is precisely
the condition that selects the charge vectors in the JK-residue integral (3.58).
Furthermore, the poles that involve the hyperplanes of type (3.55) do not contribute
to the integral as the residues of such poles always vanish due to the order of zeros in
the numerator (3.50). Therefore, for the class of theories we consider, the non-trivial
contributions are from the residue integrals which consist of the first type of hyperplanes
7The definition of the charge of the pole at infinity Qa± is different from that of [5, 6]. This is because
the localising action we used in this paper, (3.13), modifies the integral of the auxiliary field Dˆ in the large
|ua| region as discussed in appendix B.
8For non-abelian G with g > 0, the final result may depend on the choice of η, once we exclude the
poles from the W-boson singularities. For the theories we consider in this paper, however, we will show in
section 5.4 that the uniform choice η = η0 > 0 with the residues from the W-boson singularities excluded
reproduces the correct integral representation of the Euler characteristics of the moduli spaces in the τ →∞
chamber.
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(3.54) only. They correspond to the fixed loci
∑
I
rk(G)∏
a=1
SymmIa+r(g−1)Σ , (3.63)
parameterised by the sum of the line bundles (3.38) and non-vanishing sections thereof.
This discussion gives a geometric interpretation of the contour expressions, which we exten-
sively study with various examples in section 5. In particular, using the intersection theory
of the symmetric product of a curve Σ studied in [17, 18], the contour integral expressions
of the twisted indices can be converted to the equivariant integrals computing the virtual
Euler characteristics discussed in section 3.7. This provides a powerful way to compute
enumerative invariants of moduli spaces of quasi-maps.
4 The Limit t→ 1
As discussed in section 3.1, compactifying 3dN = 4 theories on a Riemann surface preserves
1d N = (2, 2) or N = (0, 4) supersymmetry in the H- and C-twist respectively. So far, we
have considered a localisation scheme which preserves a N = (0, 2) subalgebra only. Once
we turn off the U(1)t mass parameter, we can add various exact terms to the localising
action with respect to the supercharges that do not commute with the U(1)t symmetry.
This further constrains the BPS moduli space and the twisted indices in the limit t → 1
are expected to provide a geometric invariant for a reduced moduli space.
As we will see, the localisation scheme which preserves four supercharges turns out to
be most powerful in the C-twist, where we can reduce the bosonic BPS moduli space to
the Higgs branch itself, and the twisted indices can be interpreted as the Rozansky-Witten
invariants [22] of the Higgs branch MH . From the 3d mirror symmetry that exchanges
the C- and H-twist, these considerations imply remarkable statements relating invariants
of very differently-looking spaces, which we elaborate on in section 6.
The notation for the fields and the supersymmetry algebra used in this section are
summarized in appendix A.
4.1 C-twist
Let us start from the C-twist. In addition to the localizing action (3.9) with the term
(3.13), we can write down additional Q-exact terms using the four supercharges in the
N = (0, 4) algebra:
1
t2C
LC,vector = δ˜2C
(
λ˜1V
†
)
+ δ2C
(
λ1V
†
)
+ δ˜1C
(
λ˜2V
†
)
+ δ1C
(
λ2V
†
)
, (4.1)
where
V =
1
4t2C
(
δ˜2C λ˜1 − δ2Cλ1
)
− 1
4t2C
(
δ˜1C λ˜2 − δ1Cλ2
)
. (4.2)
The bosonic part of this action is a total square
1
t2C
‖ ∗ FA − 2[ϕ†, ϕ]‖2 . (4.3)
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If we take the limit tC → 0, the field configuration of the vector multiplet localises to the
intersection of (3.14) and
∗ FA − 2[ϕ†, ϕ] = 0 . (4.4)
For the hypermultiplet, we can add
1
s2C
LC,hyper[V,X] = 1
s2C
(
−δ˜BC (ψzδC,Bψ˜z¯ + ψz¯δC,Bψ˜z)− δBH(ψz δ˜C,Bψ˜z + ψz¯ δ˜C,Bψ˜z¯)
)
.
(4.5)
The bosonic part of this action is
1
s2C
LbosonicC,hyper = 4D1XBD1¯X˜B + 4D1¯XBD1X˜B + ϕXBX˜Bϕ† + ϕ†XBX˜Bϕ . (4.6)
Taking sC → 0, the path integral localizes to the equations
D1XA = D1¯XA = ϕ ·XB = ϕ† ·XB = 0 , (4.7)
which in particular implies that XA’s are covariantly constant on Σ.
Combining these results, we can define the bosonic C-twisted N = 4 moduli space
MN=4 to be the space of field configurations (A,ϕ,XB) satisfying the following set of
equations:
∗ FA − 2[ϕ†, ϕ] = 0 ,
∂¯Aϕ = 0 ,
dAX
B = 0 ,
ϕ ·XB = ϕ† ·XB = 0 ,
µR − τ = 0 , µC = 0 .
(4.8)
Note that the equations for the vector multiplet fields (A,ϕ) alone define the Hitchin
moduli space [39] associated with the gauge group G. For the class of theories that we are
interested in, the BPS equations (4.8) imply ϕ = 0. Furthermore, the real moment map
condition together with the condition that the sections XA are covariantly constant implies
that the vector bundle E must be trivial. Therefore the bosonic moduli space reduces to
the Higgs branch MH itself. Let us now look at the various contribution in the virtual
tangent bundle. The first complex (the deformation space) in (3.30) reduces to
gC
α−→M ⊕M∗ β−→ g∗C , (4.9)
which defines the tangent space of MH . Similarly, the second complex becomes
Cg ⊗
[
gC
α−→M ⊕M∗ β−→ g∗C
]
. (4.10)
This can be identified with the g copies of the tangent bundle TMH . In the limit t → 1,
the virtual Euler characteristic gets contributions from the zero-flux sector only and is
therefore independent of q. In particular, we recover the holomorphic Euler characteristic
of MH valued in
(∧̂•T ∗MH)g,
χ(M, Oˆvir)
∣∣
t→1 = χ
(
MH ,
(∧̂•T ∗MH)g) , (4.11)
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which is the Rozansky-Witten invaraint on Σ× S1 associated with the Higgs branchMH .
Notice that the in this limit the virtual dimension (3.32) is manifest. This relation between
the twisted indices and the Rozansky-Witten invariants has been also studied in [40].
4.2 H-twist
Similarly for the H-twist, we can write down additional Q-exact terms using the four
supercharges in N = (2, 2) algebra. We choose
1
t2H
LH,vector,1 = δ1H
(
λ2˙V
†
)
+ δ2˙H
(
λ˜1V
†
)
, (4.12)
where
V =
1
4t2H
(
δ1˙Hλ2 − δ1˙H λ˜1
)
. (4.13)
As in the C-twist, the bosonic part is a sum of squares, but now takes the form
‖ ∗ FA + iD‖2, (4.14)
where D is the auxiliary field for the N = 2 vector multiplet. Solving the equation of
motion for the D-term, and taking the limit tH → 0 gives rise to the condition
∗ FA + e2(µR − τ) = 0 . (4.15)
Therefore the H-twisted moduli space for the vector multiplet on Σ can be viewed as the
intersection of solutions to (3.14) and (4.15), which can be written as 9
∗ FA + e2(µR − τ) = 0 ,
∂¯AXA = 0 ,
∂¯Aϕ = [ϕ
†, ϕ] = 0 ,
ϕ ·XA = 0 ,
µC = 0 .
(4.19)
Since ϕ vanishes on the moduli space under our assumptions, the bosonic moduli space
remains the same as in the N = 2 case. However, since ϕ decouples from the D-term
equation, the derivation of the stability condition simplifies.
As mentioned, the additional supercharges do not commute with U(1)t and therefore
we consider the limit t→ 1 of the twisted index. In this limit, the virtual χt-genus greatly
9Notice that there are interesting additional terms that could be added to the action. For example,
1
t2H
LH,vector,2 = 1
4t2H
δ2˙H
(
Λ˜1¯,2˙V
†
)
(4.16)
where
V = δ2˙HΛ˜1¯,2˙ , (4.17)
whose bosonic part is
‖D1ϕ‖2 . (4.18)
This forces ϕ and ϕ† to be covariantly constant on Σ, not just covariantly holomorphic. We could also add
terms coming from the hypermultiplet, giving ϕ† ·XA = ϕ ·X†A = 0 .
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simplifies to the generating function of the integral of the Euler class of the fixed loci Lm
of the U(1)t action
χ(M, Oˆvir)
∣∣
t→1 =
∑
m∈Λ∨C
(−q)m(−1)dimvir(Lm)
∫
[Lm]
e
(
T virLm
)
. (4.20)
For the class of the theories we consider, the localisation with respect to the Higgs branch
flavour symmetry GH provides an alternative expression for the index in the t → 1 limit.
Since the fixed loci Mm,I with respect to TH ⊂ GH are smooth and compact, the expression
(4.20) can be explicitly evaluated by a computation of the sum of the Euler characteristic
of the fixed loci:
χ(M, Oˆvir)
∣∣
t→1 =
∑
m∈ΛG
(−q)m
∑
I
(−1)dimC(Mm,I)
∫
Mm,I
e(Mm,I) , (4.21)
As discussed in the paper [41], the supersymmetric ground states in the effective quan-
tum mechanics that preserve N = (2, 2) supersymmetries are singlet under the flavour
symmetry GH . This agrees with the result (4.21), which is independent of the equivariant
parameters m.
5 Examples
In this section, we apply the strategy outlined above to some concrete examples. We
explicitly prove that the virtual Euler characteristics of the appropriate moduli spaces of
quasi-maps, computed via equivariant localisation (3.46), reproduces the contour integral
formulae of the twisted indices derived in [3, 6] and summarised in 3.8. For each example,
we also discuss and verify interpretations that become available in the t → 1 limit, where
N = 4 supersymmetry is restored, as anticipated in the previous section.
5.1 Free hypermultiplets
We start the study of our examples by briefly collecting some facts about the free hyper-
multiplet, since they are going to be useful in view of mirror symmetry. In N = 2 language,
the hypermultiplet corresponds to two chiral multiplets ΦX and ΦY , which have a U(1)H
flavour symmetry, and which are charged as follows:
U(1)H U(1)t
X +1 12
Y −1 12
For an arbitrary R-charge r, the index reads
I =
((
t1/2x
)1/2
1− t1/2x
)mH+mt+(r−1)(g−1)((
t1/2/x
)1/2
1− t1/2/x
)−mH+mt+(r−1)(g−1)
, (5.1)
where mH and mt are the degrees of the line bundles LH and Lt, and x and t are the
fugacities for U(1)H and U(1)t respectively. The two factors in (5.1) correspond to the
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indices of ΦX and ΦY . The contribution of each N = 2 chiral multiplet can be understood
from the point of view of the 1d (0, 2) multiplets mentioned in (3.4). In fact, it is the index
of a 1d quantum mechanics with h0(Σ,K
r/2
Σ ⊗LH ⊗Lt) chirals and h1(Σ,Kr/2Σ ⊗LH ⊗Lt)
fermi multiplets, whose difference is controlled by the Riemann-Roch theorem.
5.2 SQED[1]
Let us first consider a U(1) gauge theory with a hypermultiplet (X,Y †) having the following
charges 10
U(1)G U(1)t U(1)H U(1)C
X 1 12
1
2 0
Y −1 12 12 0
ϕ 0 −1 0 1
, (5.2)
The N = 2 BPS equations become
∗ FA + e2(XX† − Y †Y − τ) = 0 ,
∂¯AX = ∂¯AY = 0 , X · Y = 0 ,
∂¯Aϕ = 0 , ϕ ·X = ϕ · Y = 0 .
(5.3)
The moduli space of solutions to the above equations is a disjoint union of topological
components
M =
⋃
m∈Z
Mm , (5.4)
indexed by the degree of the holomorphic line bundles L associated to the connection A.
X and Y are holomorphic sections of L ⊗Kr/2 and L−1 ⊗Kr/2 respectively. Integrating
the D-term equation over Σ, we can check that X is non-vanishing provided
τ >
2pim
e2vol(Σ)
. (5.5)
Note that this condition is equivalent to the choice η0 > 0 in the twisted index computation
(3.60). Since X is a holomorphic section of a line bundle, the number of zeros of X on Σ
is finite and equal to the degree of L ⊗ Kr/2. The remaining BPS equations imply that
Y = ϕ = 0. Therefore the moduli space in this chamber is
M+m =
{
(A,X) | ∗ FA + e2(XX† − τ) = 0 , ∂¯AX = 0
}
/U(1)G . (5.6)
This space defines the moduli space of abelian vortices. The points in M+m can be parametrised
by the zeros of X, or equivalently by divisors on Σ, which can be viewed as points in the
m + r(g − 1)-th symmetric product of Σ. Importantly, given a divisor D ∈ Σ, the line
bundle L can then be recovered as O(D). Introducing the notation
Σn := Sym
nΣ , (5.7)
10Strictly speaking this theory falls short of the class we have previously defined in section 2.2. However,
the resolved Higgs branch is well-defined (it is a point) and the computations are still possible. This example
contains the basic building blocks needed in more elaborate examples.
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we have
M+m = Σn+ , n+ = m + r(g − 1) . (5.8)
The chamber τ < 2pim
e2vol(Σ)
can be treated in a similar way. The bosonic moduli space is
constructed from non-vanishing sections Y (when they exist) and their corresponding line
bundles L, whereas X is set to zero. In this chamber the bosonic moduli space becomes
M−m = Σn− , n− = −m + r(g − 1) . (5.9)
For concreteness, we will work in the chamber (5.5) for all the flux sectors m ∈ Z by
formally sending τ →∞, and omit the superscript + from M+m .
H-twist In order to compute the index using virtual localisation, we need to study the
virtual tangent space to Mm. In the H-twist, the physical fluctuations around the bosonic
moduli space are given by
(δX,ψX) ∈ H0(L⊗K1/2Σ ) , (ηX , FX) ∈ H1(L⊗K1/2Σ ) ,
(δY, ψY ) ∈ H0(L−1 ⊗K1/2Σ ) , (ηY , FY ) ∈ H1(L−1 ⊗K1/2Σ ) ,
(ϕ,ψϕ) ∈ H0(O) , (ηϕ, Fϕ) ∈ H1(O)
(5.10)
The virtual tangent space restricted to a point D of the moduli space (3.30) corresponds
therefore to the cohomology of the following two complexes:
H0(O) α0−→ H0((O(D)⊕O(D)−1)⊗K1/2Σ )
β0−→ H1(O)∗ ,
H1(O) α1−→ H1((O(D)⊕O(D)−1)⊗K1/2Σ )
β1−→ H0(O)∗ ,
(5.11)
where the map α is defined as multiplication by (X,−Y ), while β is defined by taking an
inner product with (Y,X). Since Y vanishes identically on the moduli space Mm, these
complexes split into two pieces each:
H0(O) α0−→ H0(O(D)⊗K1/2Σ ) , H0(O(D)−1 ⊗K1/2Σ )
β0−→ H1(O)∗ ,
H1(O) α1−→ H1(O(D)⊗K1/2Σ ) , H1(O(D)−1 ⊗K1/2Σ )
β1−→ H0(O)∗ .
(5.12)
Let us first consider the cohomology of the two complexes on the left hand side. The maps
α0 and α1 are injective and surjective respectively and therefore the cohomology can be
written as
TDMm = ker(α
1)⊕H0(O(D)⊗K1/2Σ )/im(α0) , (5.13)
which corresponds to the tangent space of the symmetric product at the point D. It follows
that some of the massless fermionic fluctuations at the point D encoded by the complexes
span the tangent space to the bosonic moduli space, as expected [42]. By Serre duality,
it is then easy to see that the combination of the two complexes on the right of (5.12)
define the contangent space T ∗Mm over the moduli space. Thus the virtual tangent space
restricted on Mm is given by
Tvir
∣∣
Mm
= TMm − T ∗Mm , (5.14)
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where the second factor has weight t under the U(1)t action. Hence, we can identify the
virtual Euler characteristic with the holomorphic Euler characteristic valued in the exterior
powers of the tangent bundle, which can be identified with the χt-genus of the moduli space
Mm. This can be computed from the ordinary index theorem:
χ(Mm, Oˆvir) = χt(Mm) =
∫
Mm
Aˆ(TMm) ch(∧̂•t TMm) , (5.15)
where Ŝ• and ∧̂• are the normalised symmetric and exterior product defined in (3.44). 11
In order to relate this expression to the twisted index computation, we have to in-
troduce classes over symmetric products as well as some useful identities. First of all,
we introduce standard generators of the cohomology ring of the symmetric product Σn
following [17]:
ξi, ξ
′
i ∈ H1(Σn,Z) , η ∈ H2(Σn,Z) . (5.16)
We also define the combination
σi = ξiξ
′
i , i = 1, · · · , g and
g∑
i=1
σi = σ . (5.17)
The generators ξi and ξ
′
i anticommute with each other and commute with η
12. The Chern
class of the tangent bundle TΣn is computed in [17]:
c(TΣn) = (1 + η)
n−2g+1
g∏
i=1
(1 + η − σi) , (5.20)
from which we obtain the Todd class:
td(TΣn) =
(
η
1− e−η
)n−2g+1 g∏
i=1
η − σi
1− e−η+σi . (5.21)
This formula can be simplifed by means of the following useful identity due to Don Zagier
[18]. For any power series h(η) on Σn, we have the identity
h(η)n−2g+1
g∏
i=1
h(η − σi) = h(η)n−g+1
g∏
i=1
(
1− σih
′(η)
h(η)
)
= h(η)n−g+1 exp
(
−σh
′(η)
h(η)
)
,
(5.22)
11In standard notation for the Hirzebruch χy-genus, this is t
−dim(Mm)/2χ−t(Mm).
12There is also one last ring relation:
ξi1ξi2 . . . ξiaξ
′
j1ξ
′
j2 . . . ξ
′
jb
(
ξk1ξ
′
k1 − η
)
. . .
(
ξkcξ
′
kc − η
)
ηq = 0 (5.18)
provided
a+ b+ 2c+ q = n+ 1 . (5.19)
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which follow from σ2i = 0. If we choose h(η) =
η
1−e−η , we get
td(TΣn) =
(
η
1− e−η
)n−g+1
exp
(
σ
eη − 1 −
σ
η
)
. (5.23)
The Aˆ genus of the tangent bundle can be obtained from the todd class (5.23):
Aˆ(TMm) = e
−c1(TMm)/2 td(TMm)
=
(
ηe−η/2
1− e−η
)n−g+1
exp
(
σ(eη + 1)
2(eη − 1) −
σ
η
)
,
(5.24)
with n = n+ = m+g−1. Finally, the Chern character of the exterior powers of the tangent
bundle can be obtained from (5.20). We find
ch(∧̂•t TMm) =
(
epiimt − e−piimt)g−1 (e−η/2+piimt − eη/2−piimt)n−2g+1
g∏
i=1
(
epiimt−(η−σi)/2 − e−piimt+(η−σi)/2
)
,
(5.25)
where t = e2piimt . Again using the identity (5.22), we can simplify the expression to
ch(∧̂•t TMm) =
(
epiimt − e−piimt)g−1 (e−η/2+piimt − eη/2−piimt)n−g+1
exp
(
−σ(1 + e
−η+2piimt)
2(1− e−η+2piimt)
)
.
(5.26)
Combining all these expressions, we now have
χ(Mm, Oˆvir) =
(
epiimt − e−piimt)g−1 ∫
Σn
(
η
(
e−(η/2−piimt) − e(η/2−piimt))
eη/2 − e−η/2
)n−g+1
exp
(
σ(eη + 1)
2(eη − 1) −
σ
η
− σ(1 + e
−η+2piimt)
2(1− e−η+2piimt)
)
.
(5.27)
The integral can be converted into the residue integral using the following identity,
also due to Don Zagier [18]. For any power series A(η) and B(η), one can show that∫
Σn
A(η)eσB(η) = res
u=0
du
A(u)(1 + uB(u))g
un+1
. (5.28)
Note that this formula holds also for n = 0 where Σn = pt. Using this identity, we find
χt(Mm) = 2pii
(
epiimt − e−piimt)g−1 res
u=0
(
e−pii(u−mt) − epii(u−mt)
epiiu − e−piiu
)n−g+1
·
(
e2piiu + 1
2(e2piiu − 1) −
1 + e2pii(−u+mt)
2(1− e2pii(−u+mt))
)g
.
(5.29)
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This exactly reproduces the integral formula of the twisted index in the chamber τ >
2pim
e2vol(Σ)
. One can check that the residue is non-zero in the region
− g + 1 ≤ m ≤ g − 1 . (5.30)
This is consistent with the geometric observation that Σn becomes a holomorphic fibration
over the Jacobian with fiber CPm−1 when m > g − 1 [17]. In fact, the cohomology of Σn
factorizes into H•(Σn) = H•(CPm−1) ⊗ H• (Jac[g]) and therefore the index vanishes in
this region since χt (Jac[g]) = 0. Multiplying by the weight (−q)m for each flux sector and
summing over m, we have
χt(M) =
∑
m∈Z
(−q)mχt(Mm) = (−q)−g+1
[
(1− qt−1/2)(1− qt1/2)
]g−1
, (5.31)
which agrees with the generating function of the χt genus of the symmetric product of
Σ computed in [17], up to an overall sign. Notice that as dictated by mirror symmetry,
this also agrees with the index of the C-twist of the free hypermultiplet in the absence of
background fluxes, see (5.1).
In the limit t → 1, because of the relation Aˆ(TM)ch(∧̂•TM) = (−1)dimCMe(M) the
virtual Euler characteristic becomes
χt(M)
∣∣
t→1 = (−1)g−1
∑
m∈Z
qm
∫
Mm
e(Mm) = (−1)g−1q−g+1(1− q)2(g−1) . (5.32)
This reproduces the generating function of the Euler characteristic of the symmetric prod-
uct of Σ.
C-twist In the case of the C-twist, the underlying moduli space is Mm = Σm. The
fluctuations of the various fields on Mm can be written as follow:
(δX,ψX) ∈ H0(L) , (ηX , FX) ∈ H1(L) ,
(δY, ψY ) ∈ H0(L−1) , (ηY , FY ) ∈ H1(L−1) ,
(ϕ,ψϕ) ∈ H0(KΣ) , (ηϕ, Fϕ) ∈ H1(KΣ)
(5.33)
where deg(L) = m. In this case, the virtual tangent bundle at a point (3.30) coincides
with13
H0(O) −→ H0((L⊕ L−1)) −→ H1(KΣ)∗
H1(O) −→ H1((L⊕ L−1)) −→ H0(KΣ)∗ .
(5.34)
Y vanishes identically in the chamber (5.8) and the complex split in various pieces. Note
furthermore that H0(L−1) is empty when m > 0. Let us first assume m > 0. Then the
virtual tangent bundle restricted to the bosonic moduli space can be written as
Tvir
∣∣
Mm
= TMm +Nm , (5.35)
where TMm is again the tangent space of the underlying moduli space defined by the
complexes
H0(O) −→ H0(L) , H1(O) −→ H1(L) . (5.36)
13We omit the details about the maps, which we have already spelled out for the H-twist.
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The second component Nm is the contribution from the normal bundle, which can be
obtained from the cohomology of the remaining complex
H0(L−1)→ H1(KΣ)∗ , H1(L−1)→ H0(KΣ)∗ , (5.37)
which defines a smooth vector bundle whose class is
[Nm] = −[H•(L⊗KΣ)∗] + [H•(KΣ)∗] . (5.38)
Therefore, for the C-twist, the virtual Euler characteristic computes the holomorphic Euler
characteristic valued in Ŝ•N∨m :
χ(Mm, Oˆvir) =
∫
Mm
Aˆ(TMm) ∧ ch(Ŝ•N∨m) . (5.39)
Note that this can be extended to m = 0, where the moduli space is a point and the virtual
tangent space is trivial.
The characteristic classes of the normal bundle Nm can be most easily computed by
introducing the universal divisor
∆ ⊂ Σ× SymmΣ (5.40)
of degree m. This is defined by the property that if we restrict to an effective divisor D on
Σ ' Σ× {D}, we have
∆|Σ×{D} = D × {D} , (5.41)
which implies
O(∆)|Σ×{D} = O(D) . (5.42)
Let us denote by pi and f the projection onto each factors:
Σ× SymmΣ
pi
ww
f
%%
SymmΣ Σ
(5.43)
It is useful to note that
R0pi∗ (O(∆)⊗ f∗M) |D = H0(Σ,O(D)⊗M) ,
R1pi∗ (O(∆)⊗ f∗M) |D = H1(Σ,O(D)⊗M) ,
(5.44)
for any line bundle M on Σ, where R•pi∗ is the derived pushforward. For simplicity, we
will denote it by pi∗. In particular, we can write the class of the vector bundle Nm in (5.38)
as
[Nm] = −[pi∗ (O(∆)⊗ f∗KΣ)∗] + [H•(KΣ)∗] . (5.45)
The Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch formula tells us
td(TMm) ch (pi∗ (O(∆)⊗ f∗KΣ)) = pi∗ [td(Σ× Σm) ch (O(∆)⊗ f∗KΣ)] . (5.46)
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Using pi∗td(Σ× Σm) = td(Σm) ∧ pi∗td(Σ), we find
ch (pi∗ (O(∆)⊗ f∗KΣ)) = pi∗ [td(Σ) ∧ ch (O(∆)⊗ f∗KΣ)] . (5.47)
The cohomology class of ∆ on the product Σ×Σm is computed in [19] using the Ku¨nneth
decomposition. We can write a class δ ∈ H2(Σ× Σm,Z) as
δ = δ2,0 + δ1,1 + δ0,2 , (5.48)
where δi,j is an element of H i(Σ)⊗Hj(Σm). The result is
δ = mηΣ + γ + η , (5.49)
where ηΣ is the Ka¨hler class on Σ, and γ is an element of H
1(Σ)⊗H1(SymmΣ). One can
check that they satisfy η2Σ = ηΣγ = γ
3 = 0 and γ2 = −2ηΣσ. Using these identities, we
find
ch(O(∆)) = eη + mηΣeη − ηΣσeη + γeη . (5.50)
The remaining factors in (5.47) can be easily computed:
td(Σ) = 1 + (1− g)ηΣ , ch(f∗KΣ) = 1 + 2(g − 1)ηΣ . (5.51)
Combining all these expressions, we find
ch (pi∗ (O(∆)⊗ f∗KΣ)) = (m− σ + g − 1)t−1eη , (5.52)
where t = e2piimt . From this expression, we obtain the Chern class of this bundle. Using
σ2i = 0, we can rewrite (5.52) as
ch (pi∗ (O(∆)⊗ f∗KΣ)) =
[
(m− 1)t−1eη +
g∑
i=1
t−1eη−σi
]
, (5.53)
which implies
c (pi∗ (O(∆)⊗ f∗KΣ)) = (1 + η − 2piimt)m−1
g∏
i=1
(1 + η − 2piimt − σi). (5.54)
Applying the identity (5.22), we arrive at the expression
ch(Ŝ•N∨m) = (e
piimt−e−piimt)1−g(e−(η/2−piimt)−e(η/2−piimt)/2)m+(g−1) exp
[
−σ(e
η−mt − 1)
2(eη−mt − 1)
]
.
(5.55)
Multiplying all the contributions, the holomorphic Euler characteristic can now be written
as
χ(Mm, Oˆvir) = (epiimt − e−piimt)1−g
∫
Mm
(
ηe−η/2
1− e−η
)m−g+1
(e−(η/2−piimt) − e(η/2−piimt))m+(g−1)
∧ exp
[
−σ
η
+
σ(eη + 1)
2(eη − 1) −
σ(eη−2piimt + 1)
2(eη−2piimt − 1)
]
.
(5.56)
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Using the identity (5.28), we can convert this formula into the residue integration
χ(Mm, Oˆvir) = 2pii(epiimt − e−piimt)1−g res
u=0
(
epii(−u+mt) − epii(u−mt))m+g−1
(epiiu − e−piiu)m−g+1
·
(
e2piiu + 1
2(e2piiu − 1) −
e2pii(u−mt) + 1
2(e2pii(u−mt) − 1)
)g
,
(5.57)
which exactly reproduces the twisted index computation. One can check that
χ(Mm, Oˆvir) =
{
1 , m = 0
0 , m 6= 0 (5.58)
Notice that this result is also compatible with the t→ 1 limit as described below (4.11), as
well as with the result of the H-twist of the free hypermultiplet in the absence of background
fluxes (5.1), in accordance with mirror symmetry.
5.3 SQED[N ]
Let us now generalise the previous discussion to a U(1) gauge theory with N fundamental
hypermultiplets. These theories have non-trivial Higgs-branch flavour symmetry, and they
satisfy the conditions spelled out in 2.2 provided N ≥ 2. We assume the following charge
assignment:
U(1)G U(1)t SU(N)H U(1)H U(1)C
X 1 12
1
2 0
Y −1 12 12 0
ϕ 0 −1 0 0 1
. (5.59)
5.3.1 N = 2 moduli space
The BPS moduli space M that preservesN = 2 supersymmetry is given by triples (A,X, Y )
which satisfy following equations:
∗ FA + e2
(
XX† − Y †Y − τ
)
= 0 , ∂¯AXi = ∂¯AYi = 0 ,
N∑
i=1
XiYi = 0 , (5.60)
modulo U(1) gauge transformations. As in SQED[1], the moduli space of solutions decom-
poses into topological sectors
M =
⋃
m∈Z
Mm , (5.61)
where m is the degree of the gauge bundle. We will work in the infinite-tension limit
τ → +∞, so that the moduli space is uniformly described with non-vanishing X. As
explained in section 3.4, the algebraic description of the moduli space coincides the space
of stable quasi-maps into the Higgs branch T ∗CPN−1 (C-twist) or twisted stable quasi-maps
(H-twist).
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In order to compute the index, we consider the action of the Higgs branch flavour
symmetry GH = PSU(N) and apply the localisation principle to the diagonal subgroup
tH = diag (a1 , · · · , aN ) ∈ TH ,
N∏
i=1
ai = 1 . (5.62)
The variables ai’s are chosen to be completely generic, so that we have ai 6= aj for any pair
i, j = 1, · · · , N . The subgroup acts on the moduli space as
tH : (dA, {Xi, Yi})→
(
dA, {aiXi, a−1i Yi}
)
. (5.63)
In addition to the TH action, we can also consider the action of U(1)t which acts on X and
Y as multiplication by t1/2 = epiimt . The fixed loci of (5.62) is determined up to the action
of the gauge symmetry. In our limit, the fixed locus is a disjoint union of N components
Mfixedm =
N⋃
i=1
M
(i)
m , (5.64)
which are defined by setting all the bosonic fields to zero except for one of the Xi’s:
M
(i)
m =
{
(A,Xi)| ∗ FA + e2(XiX†i − τ) = 0 , ∂¯AXi = 0
}
/ U(1)G . (5.65)
Note that M
(i)
m can be again identified with a symmetric power of the curve Σ
M
(i)
m = Σn , n = m + r(g − 1) , (5.66)
and that for each fixed locus there exists an inclusion
σi : M
(i)
m →Mm . (5.67)
From now on, we understand the moduli space algebraically and work with its vir-
tual tangent space. The virtual tangent space at a generic point on Mm is given by the
cohomology of the following complexes:
H0(O) α0−→ H0(MX ⊕MY ) β
0
−→ H1(K1−rΣ )∗ ,
H1(O) α1−→ H1(MX ⊕MY ) β
1
−→ H0(K1−rΣ )∗ .
(5.68)
Here we defined
MX =
N⊕
i=1
L⊗Kr/2Σ and MY =
N⊕
i=1
L−1 ⊗Kr/2Σ , (5.69)
where each summand has weight ait
1/2 and a−1i t
1/2 respectively under the action of TH ×
U(1)t. We recall that the maps are defined by
α :  7→ (X1, · · · , XN ,−Y1, · · · ,−YN )
β : (A1, · · · , AN , B1, · · · , BN ) 7→
N∑
i=1
AiYi +BiXi .
(5.70)
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We notice that if we restrict to points in a component of the fixed locus M
(i)
m , the complexes
split into various pieces. From the first line of (5.68), we have
H0(O) −→ H0(L⊗Kr/2Σ ) , H0(L−1 ⊗Kr/2Σ ) −→ H1(K1−r)∗ ,
H0
 N⊕
j 6=i
(L⊕ L−1)⊗Kr/2Σ
 −→ 0 . (5.71)
From the second line, we obtain similar complexes with the degree shifted by one:
H1(O) −→ H1(L⊗Kr/2Σ ) , H1(L−1 ⊗Kr/2Σ ) −→ H0(K1−rΣ )∗ −→ 0 ,
H1
 N⊕
j 6=i
(L⊕ L−1)⊗Kr/2Σ
 −→ 0 . (5.72)
As explained around (5.13), we can identify the first complex of (5.71) and (5.72) as the
tangent space of the fixed locus M
(i)
m . Therefore the virtual tangent space restricted to the
fixed locus can be written as
Tvir
∣∣
M
(i)
m
= TM
(i)
m +N
(i)
m . (5.73)
The second piece corresponds to the contributions from the virtual normal bundle N
(i)
m ,
which have a non-zero weight under the action of TH × U(1)t. The class of the virtual
normal bundle is
[N
(i)
m ] = [H
•(L−1 ⊗Kr/2Σ )]− [H•(K1−rΣ )∗] +
H•
 N⊕
j 6=i
(L⊕ L−1)⊗Kr/2Σ
 . (5.74)
The first two terms
[H•(L−1 ⊗Kr/2Σ )]− [H•(K1−rΣ )∗] := N˜ (i)m , (5.75)
are the contributions from the multiplet Y i and the vector multiplet, whose Chern classes
were computed in the last section. The last summand of (5.74) contains contributions
from the hypermultiplets (Xj , Yj) with j 6= i, which have non-zero weights (aji, a−1ji t) under
the action tH × U(1)t. We will denote the contributions from these fields as N (i),Xjm :=
[H•(L ⊗ Kr/2Σ )] and N
(i),Yj
m := [H
•(L−1 ⊗ Kr/2Σ )] for j 6= i. Now the equivariant virtual
Euler characteristic can be written as
χ(Mm, Oˆvir) =
N∑
i=1
∫
M
(i)
m
Aˆ(TM
(i)
m ) ch(Ŝ
•N (i)∨m )
=
N∑
i=1
∫
M
(i)
m
Aˆ(TM
(i)
m ) ch(Ŝ
•N˜ (i)∨m )
N∏
j 6=i
[
ch(Ŝ•N (i),Xj∨m ) ch(Ŝ•N
(i),Yj∨
m )
]
.
(5.76)
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The Chern class of [N
(i),Xj
m ] and [N
(i),Yj
m ] for j 6= i can also be computed from the universal
construction discussed in the last section. We can derive
c
(
N
(i),Xj
m ,mji
)
= (1 + η + 2piimji)
n−2g+1
g∏
a=1
(1 + η + 2piimji − σa) . (5.77)
where we defined ai = e
2piimi and mij := mi −mj . Using the identity (5.22), we can write
the Chern characteristics of the symmetric powers as
ch
(
Ŝ•N (i),Xj∨m
)
=
(
e(−η/2+piimji)
1− e−(η−2piimji)
)m+(r−1)(g−1)
exp
[
σ(eη−2piimji + 1)
2(eη−2piimji − 1)
]
. (5.78)
From the multiplet Yj (j 6= i),
ch
(
Ŝ•N (i),Yj∨m
)
=
(
e(−η/2+piimji+piimt) − eη/2−piimji−piimt
)m−(r−1)(g−1)
· exp
[
σ(e−η+2pii(mji+mt) + 1)
2(e−η+2pii(mji+mt) − 1)
]
.
(5.79)
The contribution from ch
(
Ŝ•N˜ (i)m
)
is the same as the normal bundle contribution studied
in the last example. We have
ch
(
Ŝ•N˜ (i)∨m
)
=
(
epiimt − e−piimt)(2r−1)(g−1) (epiimt−η/2 − e−piimt+η/2)m−(r−1)(g−1)
· exp
[
σ(e−η+2piimt + 1)
2(e−η+2piimt − 1)
]
.
(5.80)
Converting this expression into the residue integral using (5.28), we find that the equivari-
ant virtual Euler characteristic can be written as
χ(Mm, Oˆvir) = 2pii
(
t1/2 − t−1/2
)(2r−1)(g−1)
·
N∑
i=1
res
u=mi
du
N∏
j=1
(
epii(−u+mj+mt) − epii(u−mj−mt))m−(g−1)(r−1)(
epii(u−mj) − epii(−u+mj))m+(g−1)(r−1)
·
 N∑
j=1
(
1 + e2pii(−u+mj)
2(1− e2pii(−u+mj)) +
1 + e2pii(u−mj−mt)
2(1− e2pii(u−mj−mt))
)g .
(5.81)
This again reproduces the integral representation of the twisted index computation.
5.3.2 The t→ 1 limit
H-twist For the H-twist, the expression (5.81) (with r = 1) can be understood as the
virtual χt genus of the U(1)t-fixed locus
L =
⊕
m∈Z
Lm , (5.82)
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where Lm can be identified as a space of degree m twisted quasi-maps to the compact core
CPN−1, the base of Higgs branchMH . This space is parametrised by the solution (A,Xi)
to the equations
∗ FA + e2
(
XX† − τ
)
= 0 , ∂¯AX = 0 , (5.83)
modulo U(1) gauge tranformations.
The H-twisted N = 4 moduli space for this theory is identical to that of the N = 2
moduli space defined in (5.61). In the limit t→ 1, we recover the expression for the integral
of the virtual Euler class of the fixed locus L inside the moduli space. This quantify can be
directly computed using the alternative localisation scheme with respect to the TH ⊂ GH
action. Then the index can be written as a sum of the Euler characteristics of the smooth
compact fixed loci M
(i)
m defined in (5.65). We have∑
m∈Z
(−q)mχ(Mm, Oˆvir)
∣∣
t→1 = (−1)g−1
∑
m∈Z
qm
N∑
i=1
∫
M
(i)
m
e(M
(i)
m )
= (−1)g−1N(q1/2 − q−1/2)2(g−1) ,
(5.84)
which correctly reproduces the generating function for the Euler characteristic of the N
copies of the SymmΣ. Note that the residue integration at each i is independent of the
equivariant parameters {ai}, which agrees with the fact that the Hilbert space of the
effective quantum mechanics is the de Rham cohomology [41].
C-twist For the C-twist, imposing N = 4 BPS equations trivialises the line bundle L,
and the moduli space parametrises the solutions ({Xi, Yi}) to the equation
XX† − Y †Y = τ ,
N∑
i=1
XiYi = 0 , (5.85)
for constant Xi and Yi, modulo U(1) gauge transformation. This is the resolution of the
Higgs branch MH = T ∗(CPN−1) inside the N = 2 moduli space M.
The t → 1 limit with r = 0 of the result (5.81) can be understood as the Rozansky-
Witten invariant computing the holomorphic Euler characteristic of MH valued in the
vector bundle
(∧̂•T ∗MH)g:
χ(M, Oˆvir)
∣∣
t→1 =
∫
MH
Aˆ (TMH) ∧ ch
[(∧̂•T ∗MH)⊗g] . (5.86)
MH is non-compact and this expression can be evaluated from the equivariant localisation
with respect to the TH ⊂ GH action. Let us consider the action of gH defined in (5.62).
When τ > 0, the fixed loci are N isolated points, where i-th fixed point is defined by
Xi 6= 0 and all the other bosonic fields are identically zero. From the fixed point formula
we arrive at the expression
χ(M, Oˆvir)(y → 1) =
N∑
i=1
∏
j 6=i
(
e−piimij
1− e−2piimij
)2∏
j 6=i
(
epiimij − e−piimij)2g
=
N∑
i=1
∏
j 6=i
(
e−piimij − epiimij)2(g−1) . (5.87)
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5.4 SQCD[Nc, Nf ]
We can generalise our previous analysis to non-abelian gauge groups, provided that the
fixed loci of the moduli space are products of symmetric products of the curve Σ. In this
section we present the simplest example, which is SQCD[Nc, Nf ] where Nf ≥ 2Nc, as
discussed in section 2.2. The fields of the theory are charged as follows:
U(Nc)G U(1)t SU(N)H U(1)H U(1)C
X 12
1
2 0
Y 12
1
2 0
ϕ adj −1 1 0 1
(5.88)
5.4.1 N = 2 moduli space
The N = 2 BPS equations for SQCD[Nc, Nf ] read
∗ FA + e2
(
XX† − Y †Y − 2[ϕ†, ϕ]− τ
)
= 0
∂¯AX = ∂¯AY = Dz¯ϕ = 0
ϕ ·X = ϕ · Y = X · Y = 0 .
(5.89)
The moduli space of solutions to BPS equations modulo gauge transformations can be
decomposed into topological sectors labelled by the degree of the holomorphic bundle in
the fundamental representation associated to the gauge bundle P :
M =
⋃
m∈Λ∨C
Mm . (5.90)
We again consider the infinite-tension limit τ → +∞. It follows from the discussion in
section 3.3 that by using a Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence, the moduli space has the
follwing algebraic description for every m. A point of the moduli space in the component
Mm is given by
• A holomorphic GL(Nc,C)-bundle E of degree m;
• Holomorphic sections (X,Y ) of associated bundles EX and EY , corresponding to Nf
copies of the fundamental and anti-fundamental representation respectively;
• Subject to the complex moment map condition Y ·X = 0;
• Subject to the stability condition that X has generically maximal rank on Σ;
• Modulo complexified gauge transformations.
This can be thought of as the space of stable quasi-maps into the Higgs branch MH =
T ∗G(Nc, Nf ) (C-twist) or twisted stable quasi maps (H-twist).
Let us consider the fixed points of a maximal torus TH of the flavour symmetry, which
locally acts as
X 7→ XtH , , Y 7→ tHY , ∂¯AC 7→ ∂¯AC , (5.91)
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for tH represented as a diagonal Nf × Nf matrix, and with AC the connection on the
holomorphic bundle EC. The fixed points are solutions to the equations
gCX = XtH , Y gC = tHY , g
−1
C dACgC = dAC , (5.92)
for an element of the complex gauge transformation gC ∈ GC. Given the stability condition
on X, gC must act non-trivially. From the last equation of (5.92), EC decomposes at fixed
points as a direct sum of line bundles
EC = L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ LNc . (5.93)
Let us denote ma = deg(La), which satisfy
m =
∑
a
ma ∈ H2(MH ,Z) ∼= Z . (5.94)
The associated bundles EX and EY decompose accordingly
EX ∼= (L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ LNc)⊕Nf ⊗Kr/2
EY ∼=
(
L−11 ⊕ · · · ⊕ L−1Nc
)⊕Nf ⊗Kr/2 . (5.95)
For later convenience, we also note that on any fixed locus EV and EΦ decompose as
14
EV ∼=
ONc ⊕⊕
a6=b
La ⊗ L−1b
 and EΦ ∼=
ONc ⊕⊕
a6=b
La ⊗ L−1b
⊗K1−rΣ . (5.97)
Fixed points are labelled by Nc-subsets I = {i1, · · · , iNc} ⊂ {1, · · · , Nf} so that the only
non-vanishing sections are
Xaia 6= 0 , (5.98)
and fixed loci reduce to disjoint unions of Nc copies of symmetric product products
MTm =
⊔
(m1,··· ,mNc )∑
a ma=m
(
Nc∏
a=1
Symma+r(g−1)Σ
)
, (5.99)
where as usual r = 1, 0 for H- and C-twist respectively.
The breaking of the gauge bundle into a sum of abelian contributions makes the gen-
eralisation from SQED[N ] to SQCD[Nc, Nf ] rather straightforward, and we will therefore
be brief, mainly working at the level of K-theory classes. We will work on the component
m = (m1, · · · ,mNc) of the fixed locus I, which we denote MI,m.
14In fact, the complexified Lie algebra decomposes under the adjoint action as
gC = tC ⊕
⊕
α∈gC
gCα , (5.96)
where the summands can be identified with diagonal matrices (over which the adjoint action of tC ∼=
(a1, · · · , aN ) is trivial) and matrices with one single off-diagonal entry eij (the action corresponding to
xij 7→ aia−1j xij).
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Over MI,m, the virtual tangent bundle decomposes into the following contributions
[
Tvir|MI,m
]
=
Nc∑
a=1
(
− [H• (O)] +
[
H•
(
Liaa ⊗Kr/2Σ
)])
+
Nc∑
a=1
Nf∑
j=1
j 6=ia
H• (Lja ⊗Kr/2Σ )︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=NXaj
+
Nc∑
a=1
Nf∑
j=1
H• ((Lja)−1 ⊗Kr/2Σ )︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=NY aj

−
Nc∑
a=1
H• (KrΣ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=NΦaa
−∑
a6=b
H• (L−1a ⊗ Lb ⊗KrΣ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=NΦab
−∑
a6=b
H•(La ⊗ L−1b )︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=NVab
 .
(5.100)
The first line includes all contributions tangent to the fixed locus (fixed part), whereas
all other contributions are normal (moving part). In order to express these contributions
in terms of characteristic classes over the fixed locus
∏Nc
a=1 Σna , let us first define the
generators of cohomology class as follow:
ηa ∈ H2(Σna ,Z) and σab =
g∑
i=1
ξai ξ
′
i
b
, ξai , ξ
′a
i ∈ H1(Σna ,Z) . (5.101)
Then from the fixed part, we obtain the tangent bundle over the fixed locus which con-
tributes
Aˆ
(
TMI,m
)
=
Nc∏
a=1
(
ηae
−ηa/2
1− e−ηa
)ma+(r−1)(g−1)
exp
(
σaa(eηa + 1)
2(eηa − 1) −
σaa
ηa
)
. (5.102)
The contributions from the moving part NI,m can be summarised as
Nc∏
a=1
 Nf∏
j=1
j 6=ia
ch(Ŝ•NXa∨j )
Nf∏
j=1
ch(Ŝ•NY a∨j )
Nc∏
b=1
ch(∧̂•NΦ∨ab)
∏
a6=b
ch(∧̂•NV ∨ab) . (5.103)
The arguments (5.78)-(5.80) can be straightforwardly generalised to obtain the contribution
from the hypermultiplets:
ch(Ŝ•NXa∨j ) =
(
e−ηa/2+piimjia
1− e−ηa+2piimjia
)ma+(r−1)(g−1)
exp
[
σaa(eηa−2piimjia + 1)
2(eηa−2piimjia − 1)
]
(5.104)
and
ch(Ŝ•NY a∨j ) =
(
e−ηa/2+pii(mjia+mt) − eηa/2−pii(mjia+mt)
)ma−(r−1)(g−1)
· exp
[
σaa(e−ηa+2pii(mjia+mt) + 1)
2(e−ηa+2pii(mjia+mt) − 1)
]
.
(5.105)
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The contribution from the multiplet in the adjoint representation, NVab and NΦab can be
written as classes on Symma+r(g−1)Σ × Symmb+r(g−1)Σ. We computed the Characteristic
classes of these contributions in appendix C. To summarise, the vector multiplet contribu-
tion is∏
a6=b
ch(∧̂•NV ∨ab) =
∏
a6=b
(
e(−ηa+ηb)/2−pii(mia−mib ) − e(ηa−ηb)/2+pii(mia−mib )
)−ma+mb+1−g
exp
[
(σaa + σbb − σab − σba) (e
−ηa+ηb−2pii(mia−mib ) + 1)
2(e−ηa+ηb−2pii(mia−mib ) − 1)
]
.
(5.106)
Note that the exponential terms in (5.106) with positive and negative root α cancel each
other out, and we are left with a simple expression∏
a6=b
ch(∧̂•NV ∨ab) = (−1)
∑
α>0 α(m)
∏
a6=b
(
e(−ηa+ηb)/2−pii(mia−mib ) − e(ηa−ηb)+pii(mia−mib )
)1−g
.
(5.107)
Contribution from the adjoint chiral NΦab can be similarly written as
Nc∏
a,b=1
ch(∧̂•NΦ∨ab)
=
Nc∏
a,b=1
(
e(ηa−ηb)+pii(mia−mib )+piimt − e(−ηa+ηb)/2−pii(mia−mib )−piimt
)ma−mb−(1−2r)(g−1)
exp
[
(σaa + σbb − σab − σba) e
ηa+ηb+2pii(mia−mib )+2piimt − 1
2(eηa−ηb+2pii(mia−mib )+2piimt − 1)
]
(5.108)
We can now compute the equivariant virtual Euler characteristic, which by (3.46) can
be written as
χ(M, Oˆvir)
=
∑
m∈Z
(−q)m
∑
(m1,··· ,mNc )∑
a ma=m
∑
I⊂{1,··· ,Nf}
∫
MI,m
Aˆ(TMI,m)ch(Ŝ
•N∨I,m) . (5.109)
where by (5.103), the integral can be expanded as
∫
MI,m
Aˆ(TMI,m)
∏
a∈I
 Nf∏
j=1
j 6=ia
ch(Ŝ•NXa∨j )
Nf∏
j=1
ch(Ŝ•NY a∨j )
Nc∏
b=1
ch(∧̂•NΦ∨ab)
∏
a6=b
ch(∧̂•NV ∨ab) .
(5.110)
Combining the result from (5.102)-(5.108), these contributions are equal to
∫
MI,m
(∏
a∈I
ηma+(r−1)(g−1)a
)
AI(η1, · · · , ηNc) exp
 Nc∑
a,b
σabBI,ab(η1, · · · , ηNc)
 . (5.111)
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where
AI(η1, · · · , ηNc)
=
∏
a∈I
Nf∏
j=1
(
e−ηa/2+piimjia
1− e−ηa+2piimjia
)ma+(r−1)(g−1) (
e−ηa/2+pii(mjia+mt) − e(ηa/2−pii(mjia+mt)
)ma−(r−1)(g−1)
∏
a,b∈I
a6=b
(
e(−ηa+ηb)/2−pii(mia−mib ) − e(ηa−ηb)/2+pii(mia−mib )
)−ma+mb+1−g
∏
a,b∈I
(
e(ηa−ηb)/2+pii(mia−mib )+piimt − e(−ηa+ηb)/2−pii(mia−mib )−piimt
)ma−mb−(1−2r)(g−1)
(5.112)
and
BI,ab(η1, · · · , ηNc) = HI,ab(η1, · · · , ηNc)− δabη−1a , (5.113)
where Hab is given by the expression
HI,ab = δab
 Nf∑
j=1
1 + e−ηa+2piimjia
2(1− e−ηa+2piimjia ) +
Nc∑
c6=a
1 + eηa−ηc+2pii(mia−mic )+2piimt
2(1− e(ηa−ηc+2pii(mia−mic )+2piimt))
+
Nf∑
j=1
1 + eηa−2pii(mjia+mt)
2(1− eηa−2pii(mjia+mt)) +
Nc∑
c6=a
1 + eηc−ηa+2pii(mic−mia )+2piimt
2(1− eηc−ηa+2pii(mic−mia )+2piimt)

+ (1− δab)
[
1 + eηa−ηb+2pii(mia−mib )+2piimt
2(1− eηa−ηb+2pii(mia−mib )+2piimt) +
1 + eηb−ηa−2pii(mia−mib )+2piimt
2(1− eηb−ηa−2pii(mia−mib )+2piimt)
]
.
(5.114)
The last expression in (5.109) can be converted to a product of residue integrals as in the
abelian examples. We show in appendix C that the identity (5.28) over Σn can be gener-
alised to integrals over
∏N
i=1 Σn: For any power series A(η1, · · · , ηNc) and Bab(η1, · · · , ηNc)
on
∏Nc
i=1 Σni , we have∫
∏Nc
i=1 Σni
A(η1, · · · , ηNc) exp
 Nc∑
a,b=1
σabBab(η1, · · · , ηNc)

= res
u1=0
· · · res
uNc=0
A(u1, · · ·uNc)
un1+11 · · ·unNc+1Nc
[
det
ab
(δab + uaBab(u1, · · · , uNc))
]g
.
(5.115)
Then the integral (5.109) becomes
χ(M, Oˆvir)
=
∑
m∈ZNc
(−q)
∑Nc
a=1 ma
∑
I⊂{1,··· ,Nf}
res
u1=0
· · · res
uNc=0
AI(u1, · · · , uNc)
[
det
ab
HI,ab(u1, · · · , uNc)
]g
.
(5.116)
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By a redefinition of the integration variables ua → ua − mia + mt/2 for each summand
labelled by I, the integral can be rewritten as
χ(M, Oˆvir)
= (2pii)Nc
∑
m∈ZNc
(−q)
∑Nc
a=1 ma
∑
I⊂{1,··· ,Nf}
(
Nc∏
a=1
res
ua=mia−mt/2
)
A(u1, · · · , uNc)
[
det
ab
Hab(u1, · · · , uNc)
]g
.
(5.117)
where A and H is
A(u1, · · · , uNc) =
Nc∏
a=1
Nf∏
j=1
(epii(−ua+mj+mt/2) − epii(ua−mj−mt/2))ma−(r−1)(g−1)(
epii(ua−mj+mt/2) − epii(−u+mj−mt/2))ma+(r−1)(g−1)
Nc∏
a,b=1
a6=b
(
epii(−ua+ub) − epii(ua−ub)
)−ma+mb+1−g
Nc∏
a,b=1
(
epii(ua−ub+mt) − epii(−ua+ub−mt)
)ma−mb−(1−2r)(g−1)
(5.118)
and
Hab(u1, · · · , uNc) = δab
 Nf∑
j=1
1 + e2pii(−ua+mj+mt/2)
2(1− e2pii(−ua+mj+mt/2)) +
Nc∑
c 6=a
1 + e2pii(ua−uc+mt)
2(1− e2pii(ua−uc+mt))
+
Nf∑
j=1
1 + e2pii(ua−mj+mt/2)
2(1− e2pii(ua−mj+mt/2)) +
Nc∑
c 6=a
1 + e2pii(uc−ua+mt)
2(1− e2pii(uc−ua+mt))

+ (1− δab)
[
1 + e2pii(ua−ub+mt)
2(1− e2pii(ua−ub+mt)) +
1 + e2pii(ub−ua+mt)
2(1− e2pii(ub−ua+mt))
]
.
(5.119)
Finally, it is straightforward to show that the residue integral together with the choice of
fixed point is the equivalent to the Jeffrey-Kirwan residue integral of the integrand with
the choice η > 0:∑
I⊂{1,··· ,Nf}
(
Nc∏
a=1
res
ua=mia−mt/2
)
=
1
N !
∑
u∗={ui}
JK-Res
u=u∗
(Qu∗(u), η > 0) . (5.120)
Therefore we again proved that the equivariant virtual Euler characteristic of the moduli
space reproduces the twisted indices computation. This procedure can be generalised to
the class of the theories defined in section 2.2.
5.4.2 The limit t→ 1
H-twist The N = 4 BPS equation for the H-twist is given by
∗ FA + e2
(
XX† − Y †Y − τ
)
= 0 ,
∂¯AX = ∂¯AY = ∂¯Aϕ = [ϕ
†, ϕ] = 0 ,
X · ϕ = ϕ · Y = X · Y = 0 ,
(5.121)
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modulo U(Nc) gauge transformation. If we consider localisation with respect to the U(1)t
action, the fixed locus MU(1)t is parametrised by the solutions (A,X) to the equations
∗ FA + e2
(
XX† − τ
)
= 0 , ∂¯AX = 0 , (5.122)
modulo U(Nc) gauge transformations, which can be identified as the space of twisted quasi-
maps to the compact core inside the Higgs branch MH = T ∗G(Nc, Nf ), which we denote
by L. Similarly to the SQED example, the index (5.117) with r = 1 can also be thought
of as the virtual χt genus
χ(M, Oˆvir)|r=1 = χvirt (L) . (5.123)
In the limit t→ 1, the index reduces to the generating function of the integral of the virtual
Euler class. This can be evaluated using the virtual localisation with respect to the TH
action (5.91):
χ(M, Oˆvir)
∣∣
r=1
t→1
= (−1)Nc(g−1)
∑
m∈ZNc
qm
∑
(m1,··· ,mNc )∑
a ma=m
∑
I
∫
Mm,I
e(TMm,I) . (5.124)
Summing over m, we have
χ(M, Oˆvir)
∣∣
r=1
t→1
= (−1)Nc(g−1)
(
Nf
Nc
)(
q1/2 − q−1/2
)2Nc(g−1)
, (5.125)
using the generating function of the Euler numbers for a symmetric product (5.32).
C-twist As we studied in section 4, imposing the N = 4 BPS equations trivialises the
vector bundle E, and the moduli space reduces to the resolution of the Higgs branchMH =
T ∗G(Nc, Nf ). The index in the t→ 1 limit then computes the equivariant Rozansky-Witten
invariants of the target MH . This can be directly computed from the m = 0 sector of the
expression (5.109), taking the t → 1 limit and extracting the constant term in the power
series expansion of the characteristic classes. This procedure gives
χ(M, Oˆvir)
∣∣
r=0
t→1
=
∑
I
∏
i∈I
j∈I∨
(
e−piimij − epiimij)2(g−1) ,
(5.126)
where I∨ is the complement of the index set I in {1, · · · , Nf}.
6 Mirror Symmetry
6.1 Symplectic duality for twisted stable quasi-maps
A distinctive feature of the class of the theories we consider in this paper is mirror symmetry.
We can find a pair of UV theories T and T ∨, which are dual under exchange of the following
pairs of objects and parameters:
H-twist ↔ C-twist
MH ↔ MC
GH ↔ GC
{mi} ↔ {ζi}
t ↔ t−1 .
(6.1)
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The duality holds when the theory flows to the deep infrared, which is in general described
by taking the limit e2 → ∞. On the other hand, the description of the moduli space of
solutions to (3.14) depends on the chamber specified by a dimensionless parameter
s :=
τe2vol(Σ)
2pi
. (6.2)
Therefore, flowing to the deep infrared corresponds to studying the moduli space in the
limit |s| → ∞. This can be alternatively described by taking the infinite tension limit,
|τ | → ∞ (with e2 finite), which we have studied so far. It follows that the twisted indices
computed in this chamber are expected to exhibit the duality exchanging the parameter
as in (6.1).
Given the interpretation of the twisted indices we have offered in this paper, mirror
symmetry implies an extremely non-trivial relation between two generating functions of
enumerative invariants of twisted stable quasi-maps into a conical symplectic resolution of
the Higgs branch MH . In fact, mirror symmetry implies two relations
IH(ζ,m, t)[T ] = IC(m, ζ, t−1)[T ∨] , (6.3)
and
IC(ζ,m, t)[T ] = IH(m, ζ, t−1)[T ∨] . (6.4)
In particular, this exchanges the equivariant parameters m and the degree counting pa-
rameters ζ of two generating functions. We may call this symplectic duality for stable
quasi-maps.
The simplest example is the theory SQED[2], which is a self-dual theory T = T ∨. The
generating functions for the first few genera are explicitly computed in [6]. For example,
the generating function for the H-twist with g = 2 is
IH(q, a, t)
∣∣
g=2
= −(1 + t)
[
t(a+ a−1 − 2)(q + q−1 − 2) + 4(1− t)2]
t1/2(t− a)(t− a−1) , (6.5)
where a = e2pii(m1−m2) and q = e2piiζ . This can now be interpreted as the generating
function for the equivariant virtual χt genus of L, where L can be identified with the space
of twisted stable quasi-maps into P1. On the other hand, for the C-twist, we have
IC(q, a, t)
∣∣
g=2
= −(1 + t)[t(a+ a
−1 − 2)(q + q−1 − 2) + 4(1− t)2]
t1/2(t− q)(t− q−1) . (6.6)
This corresponds to the generating function of the virtual Euler characteristic for stable
quasi-maps. It agrees with (6.5) by exchanging q ↔ a and t↔ t−1 as expected.
6.2 Mirror symmetry for the N = 4 index
As studied in section 4, the twisted indices drastically simplify in the limit t → 1. The
H-twisted indices in this limit can be identified with a sum over the integrals of the Euler
class of the fixed loci
IH(q) := IH(q, a, t)|t→1 =
∑
m∈Λ∨G
(−q)m
∑
I
(−1)dimCMm,I
∫
Mm,I
e
(
Mm,I
)
, (6.7)
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which is independent of the equivariant parameters a. On the other hand, C-twisted indices
receive contributions from the degree zero sector only and therefore independent of q in
the limit t→ 1. The index in this limit computes the Rozansky-Witten invariants
IC(a) := IC(q, a, t)|t→1 =
∫
MH
Aˆ (TMH) ch
[(∧̂•T ∗MH)⊗g] , (6.8)
where MH is a resolution of the Higgs branch.
Symplectic duality in this limit then takes a simple form
IH(q)[T ] = IC(a)[T ∨] , (6.9)
with the identification q = a. Below we will explicitly show this identity for T [SU(N)]
theories. This class of theories plays an important role in the S-duality of the half-BPS
boundary conditions in N = 4 Yang-Mills theory [43]. These can be represented as the
quiver in Figure 2. The twisted indices of T [SU(N)] quiver depends on the FI-parameters
ζi=1,··· ,N−1 for each factor of the gauge group U(1)×· · ·×U(N−1) and the mass parameters
mi=1,··· ,N for the PSU(N) flavour symmetry, which satisfies
∑N
i=1mi = 0. This class of
theories are known to be self dual under exchanging i ↔ mi for all i, where ζi = i− i+1.
Figure 2. T [SU(N)] theory
H-twist The moduli space of T [SU(N)] theory can be decomposed into the topological
sectors weighted by the FI-paramaters qi = e
2piiζi :
M =
⋃
(m1,··· ,mN−1)
∈ZN−1
qm11 q
m2
2 · · · qmN−1N−1 Mm1,··· ,mN−1 . (6.10)
For each factor of the gauge group labelled by a = 1, · · · , N − 1, we denote by
ma =
1
2pi
tr
∫
Σ
Fa ∈ Z , (6.11)
the degree of the vector bundle Ea of rank a, associated with the U(a) gauge bundle Pa.
Let us denote Xa+1a , Y
a
a+1 by the bi-fundamental fields between a-th and a + 1-th nodes,
where Xa+1a can be regarded as a a× (a+1) matrix whose components are Xa+1(ka+1)a(ka) , and
similarly for the Y . Then the N = 4 moduli space for the H-twist is given by the space of
solutions (A1, · · ·AN−1, X, Y ) to the equations
∗ Fa + e2
(
Xa+1a X
a+1
a
† − Y aa+1†Y aa+1 −Xaa−1†Xaa−1 + Y a−1a Y a−1a † − τa
)
= 0 ,
∂¯AX
a+1
a = ∂¯AY
a
a+1 = 0 , X
a+1
a Y
a
a+1 = 0 , for a = 1, . . . , N − 1 ,
(6.12)
modulo U(1)× · · · × U(N − 1) gauge transformation.
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Let us consider the chamber where all τa’s are sufficiently large. As in the previous
examples, we perform the equivariant localisation with respect to the action of the flavour
symmetry gH ∈ PSU(Nf ), by turning on the mass parameters mi. If we keep these
parameters generic, on the fixed locus, each factor of the gauge group is abelianised
U(a)→ U(1)a , for a = 1, · · · , N − 1 , (6.13)
and accordingly the vector bundle Ea is decomposed into the sum of the line bundle
Ea = La(1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ La(a) , (6.14)
on the fixed loci, where deg(La(k)) = ma(k) with ma =
∑a
k=1 ma(k). Then the moduli space
reduces to a disjoint union of N ! fixed loci labelled by a set of the index sets
{I1, · · · , IN−1} , where Ia ⊂ {1, · · · , a+ 1} , |Ia| = a . (6.15)
If we denote the element of the index set Ia by ia(ka) with ka = 1, · · · , a, then on the fixed
locus {I1, · · · , IN−1}, the only non-vanishing bosonic fields in the chiral multiplets are
X
a+1(ia(ka))
a(ka)
6= 0 , for a = 1, · · · , N − 1 . (6.16)
To simplify the notation, let us make a choice of fixed locus defined by Ia = {1, · · · , a}
for all a, where the only non-vanishing bosonic fields in the chiral multiplets are X
a+1(ka)
a(ka)
for all ka = 1, · · · , a. All other fixed points can be obtained by an action of the PSU(N)
flavour symmetry. The fixed locus is described by the equations
∗ Fa(ia) + e2
(
|Xa+1(ia)a(ia) |
2 − |Xa(ia)a−1(ia)|
2 − τa
)
= 0 ,
∂¯AX
a+1(ia)
a(ia)
= 0 , for ia = 1, . . . a.
(6.17)
modulo
∏N−1
a=1 U(1)
a gauge symmetries, where we defined X
a(a)
a−1(a) = 0. Here X
a+1(ia)
a(ia)
is a
holomorphic section of the line bundle La(ia) ⊗ L−1a+1(ia) ⊗K1/2. Therefore the fixed locus
can be described as the 1 + · · ·+N − 1 copies of the symmetric product:
MIa =
N−1∏
a=1
a∏
ia=1
Σma(ia)−ma+1(ia)+g−1 . (6.18)
Then the contribution of this fixed locus to the virtual Euler characteristic in the limit
t→ 1 (6.7) becomes
∑
ma(ka)∈Z
for ka=1,··· ,a−1
a=1,··· ,N−1
q
m1(1)
1 q
m2(1)+m2(2)
2 · · · q
∑N−1
i=1 mN−1(i)
N−1
∫
MIa
N−1∏
a=1
a∏
ia=1
e
(
Σma(ia)−ma+1(ia)+g−1
)
.
(6.19)
It is convenient to change the summation variable as
ma(ka) → ma(ka) +
N−1∑
r=a+1
mr(ka) , for all a, ka (6.20)
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the expression (6.19) then becomes
∑
ma(ka)∈Z
for ka=1,··· ,a−1
a=1,··· ,N−1
N−1∏
a=1
(q1 · · · qa)ma(1) (q2 · · · qa)ma(2) · · · (qa)ma(a)
∫
MIa
N−1∏
a=1
a∏
ia=1
e
(
Σma(ia)+g−1
)
.
(6.21)
Let us redefine
qi = e
2pii(i−i+1) , with
N∑
i=1
i = 0 , (6.22)
and sum over 1 + · · ·+N − 1 copies of integers ma(ia). Using the relation (5.32), we find a
simple expression
N∏
i 6=j
(
epii(i−j) − epii(−i+j)
)(g−1)
(6.23)
for the fixed locus MIa . Since the result does not depend on the equivariant parameters
{mi}, the contribution from N ! fixed locus are the same. Therefore we conclude
IH({i}) = (−1)N(N−1)(g−1)/2N !
N∏
i<j
(
epii(i−j) − epii(−i+j)
)2(g−1)
. (6.24)
Note that the result shows the structure of the full SU(N) Coulomb branch symmetry GC
enhanced from the UV topological symmetry U(1)N−1.
C-twist Once we impose the N = 4 BPS equation for the C-twist, the associated vector
bundle E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ EN−1 trivialises. In the large τ limit, the moduli space reduces to the
resolved Higgs branchMH,τ , which can be identified as a cotangent space of a flag variety.
Similarly to the H-twist, the fixed loci of the gH action are given by the choice of the
index set {I1, · · · , IN−1}, where Ia = {ia(1), · · · , ia(N)} ⊂ {1, · · · , a + 1}, for all a. Each
fixed locus is an isolated point, characterised by the non-vanishing bi-fundamental chiral
fields
X
a+1(ia(ka))
a(ka)
6= 0 . (6.25)
The C-twisted index in the limit t → 1 gets contribution from the m = 0 sector only.
It is straightforward to compute (6.8) equivariantly at each fixed points, which gives the
expression
IC({mi}) =
∑
{(I1,··· ,IN−1)}
∏
i∈IN−1
j∈I∨N−1
(
e−piimij/2 − epiimij/2
)2(g−1) ∏
i∈IN−2
j∈I∨N−2
(
e−piimij/2 − epiimij/2
)2(g−1)
. . .
∏
i∈I1
j∈I∨1
(
e−piimij/2 − epiimij/2
)2(g−1)
,
(6.26)
where the summation is overN ! choices of the fixed locus. I∨a−1 is defined as the complement
of Ia−1 inside the index set {1, · · · , a}. Note that each term in the summation is invariant
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under the Weyl group WGH of the flavour symmetry and therefore the contributions from
all the fixed loci are identical. The expression simplifies to
IC({mi}) = N !
∏
i<j
(
e−piimij/2 − epiimij/2
)2(g−1)
. (6.27)
Comparing two expressions (6.24) and (6.27), we find an agreement
IC({i})[T [SU(N)]] = IH({mi})[T [SU(N)]] (6.28)
up to an overall sign, under the identification of the parameters i = mi ,∀i. This agrees
with the self-dual property of T [SU(N)] theories.
7 Conclusions and future directions
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the twisted indices of a large class of 3d N = 4
theories on S1×Σ have a fascinating interpretation in enumerative geometry as generating
functions for equivariant Euler characteristics of moduli spaces of twisted quasi-maps to
the Higgs branch. Other interesting interpretations become available in the strict N = 4
limit t → 1, and mirror symmetry implies surprising relations between these generating
functions. We conclude with directions for further research.
First, it should be possible to extend our computations to a larger class of gauge
theories labelled by a compact gauge group G and quaternionic representation Q = T ∗M ,
for which the contour integral for the twisted index applies. In this case, we expect to
recover quasi-maps to the Higgs branch ‘stack’ and that it will be useful to consider virtual
localisation with respect to G to reduce the problem to integrals of characteristic classes
on the Picard stack. We expect this to make contact with the work [44]. It would further
be interesting to extend our work to theories with N = 2 supersymmetry. This will in
general involve additional considerations regarding topological vacua.
A second interesting extension would be to introduce background vector bundles for
the flavour symmetries GH and GC on Σ. This is relatively straightforward for GH , but in
the case of GC these are expected to induce vector bundles on the moduli spaces of solutions
themselves [42], and it would be of great mathematical appeal to uncover generalisations
of this phenomenon. It is also possible to study the inclusion of line operators wrapping
S1, which are similar to the above.
Finally, it is possible to fully embrace the Hamiltonian point of view and consider the
theories on R×Σ as quantum mechanics on R. The space of supersymmetric ground states
of these quantum mechanics would provide a categorification of the enumerative invariants
we have studied here. First steps in this program were taken in [42]. In the limit t→ 1, we
expect a close connection to conformal blocks for the vertex operator algebras introduced
in [45, 46] including in the presence of line operators [47]. This suggests the existence of a
vast generalisation of the Verlinde formula and its extension to Higgs bundles [20].
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A Supersymmetric Algebra
In this section, we summarize the supersymmetry algebra of twisted N = 4 theories. We
start by fixing our notation for the N = 4 vector multiplet and the N = 4 chiral multiplet,
and the respective decomposition into N = 2 multiplets. We then address the H- and C-
twist algebras in turns. 15
The N = 4 vector multiplet consists of the fields
VN=4 =
(
Aµ, λ
AB˙
α , ϕ
A˙B˙, DAB
)
. (A.2)
The fields are subject to the reality condition as follows:
DAB =
(
DAB
)†
, ϕA˙B˙ = −
(
ϕA˙B˙
)†
. (A.3)
The multiplet decomposes into an N = 2 vector multiplet V = (Aµ, σ, λ, λ¯,Λ1, Λ¯1¯, D) and
an N = 2 chiral multiplet Φϕ = (ϕ,ψϕ, ηϕ, Fϕ) in the adjoint representation with the
identification
λ =
1
2
λ2˙2˙2 , λ¯ =
1
2
λ1˙1˙1 , Λ1 = λ
2˙2˙
1 , Λ¯1¯ = λ
1˙1˙
2 ,
σ = ϕ1˙2˙ , D = D12 ,
ϕ† = −1
2
ϕ2˙2˙ , ϕ =
1
2
ϕ1˙1˙ , ψ¯ϕ = λ
2˙1˙
1 , ψϕ = λ
1˙2˙
1 ,
η¯ϕ = λ
1˙2˙
2 , ηϕ = λ
2˙1˙
2 , F
†
ϕ = −D22, Fϕ = D11 .
(A.4)
The N = 4 hypermultiplet consists of fields
HN=4 =
(
XA, X
A†, ψαA˙, ψ¯αA˙
)
(A.5)
In terms of N = 2 fields, we identify
(X,Y †) = (X1, X2), (Y,X†) = (X2
†
, X1
†
) , (A.6)
15We use the convention
12 = −12 = 1˙2˙ = −1˙2˙ = 1 (A.1)
where (σµ)α
β are standard Pauli matrices.
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A.1 H-twist
The four supercharges preserved under the H-twist can be written as
ζ1A˙1 := ζ
A˙
H , ζ
2A˙
2 := ζ˜
A˙
H . (A.7)
Note that the N = 2 subalgebra is generated by ζ 1˙H and ζ˜ 2˙H . For convenience, we redifine
the vector multiplet fermions as
λ1A˙1 = λ
A˙ , λ2A˙2 = λ¯
A˙ , λ1,1A˙ = Λ¯1¯,A˙ , λ2,2A˙ = Λ1,A˙ . (A.8)
The supersymmetry transformation of the vector multiplet is given by
δA0 =
i
2
ζ˜A˙HλA˙ −
i
2
ζA˙H λ¯A˙ ,
δA1 = iζ˜
A˙
HΛA˙,1 ,
δA1¯ = −iζA˙HΛ¯A˙,1¯ ,
δϕA˙B˙ =
1
2
(
ζH,A˙λ¯B˙ + ζ˜H,A˙λB˙ + ζH,B˙λ¯A˙ + ζ˜H,B˙λA˙
)
,
δD11 = −iζ˜A˙H
(
2D1λ¯A˙ −D0Λ¯1¯,A˙
)
− iζ˜B˙H
[
Λ¯C˙1¯ , ϕB˙C˙
]
,
δD22 = iζ
A˙
H
(
2D1¯λA˙ −D0Λ1,A˙
)
− iζB˙H
[
ΛC˙1 , ϕB˙C˙
]
,
δD =
i
2
ζB˙H
(
2D1¯Λ¯1¯,B˙ +D0λ¯B˙ +
[
λ¯C˙ , ϕB˙C˙
])
+
i
2
ζ˜B˙H
(
2D1Λ1,B˙ +D0λB˙ −
[
λC˙ , ϕB˙C˙
])
,
δλA˙ = − (2F11¯ −D) ζH,A˙ − iζB˙HD0ϕB˙A˙ +
i
2
ζH,D˙
[
ϕ C˙
A˙
, ϕ D˙
C˙
]
,
δλ¯A˙ = (2F11¯ −D) ζ˜H,A˙ + iζ˜B˙HD0ϕB˙A˙ +
i
2
ζ˜H,D˙
[
ϕ C˙
A˙
, ϕ D˙
C˙
]
,
δΛ1,A˙ = 2F01¯ζA˙ − 2iζB˙D1¯ϕB˙A˙ +D22ζ˜A˙ ,
δΛ¯1¯,A˙ = 2F01ζ˜A˙ + 2iζ˜
B˙D1ϕB˙A˙ +D11ζA˙ .
(A.9)
The supersymmetry transformations of the hypermultiplet can be written as(
δX1
δX2
)
=
(
−ζ˜B˙Hψ1,B˙
−ζB˙Hψ2,B˙
)
,(
δX˜1
δX˜2
)
=
(
−ζB˙H ψ¯2,B˙
ζ˜B˙H ψ¯1,B˙
)
,(
δψ1,A˙
δψ2,A˙
)
=
(
−iζH,A˙D0X1 − 2iζ˜H,A˙D1X2 − iζB˙HX1ϕB˙A˙
iζ˜H,A˙D0X2 − 2iζH,A˙D1¯X1 − iζ˜B˙HX2ϕB˙A˙
)
,(
δψ¯1,A˙
δψ¯2,A˙
)
=
(
iζH,A˙D0X
2† − 2iζ˜H,A˙D1X1
† − iζB˙HX2†ϕB˙,A˙
iζ˜H,A˙D0X
1† + 2iζH,A˙D1¯X
2† + iζ˜B˙HX
1†ϕB˙A˙
)
.
(A.10)
A.2 C-twist
The four supercharges preserved under the C-twist can be written as
ζA,1˙1 = ζ
A
C , ζ
A,2˙
2 = ζ˜
A
C . (A.11)
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The N = 2 subalgebra is generated by ζ1C and ζ˜2C . For the vector multiplet, we define
ϕ =
1
2
ϕ11˙ , ϕ
† = −1
2
ϕ22˙ ,
λA1˙1 = λ
A , λA2˙2 = λ¯
A , λ1,A1˙ = Λ¯1¯,A , λ2,A2˙ = Λ1,A .
(A.12)
The supersymmetry transformation of the vector multiplet is given by
δA0 =
i
2
ζ˜ACλA −
i
2
ζAC λ¯A ,
δA1 = iζ˜
A
CΛA,1 ,
δA1¯ = −iζAC Λ¯A,1¯
δσ =
1
2
ζAC λ¯A −
1
2
ζ˜ACλA ,
δϕ = −1
2
ζ˜AC Λ¯1¯,A ,
δϕ† =
1
2
ζACΛ1,A ,
δDAB = iζAC
(
D1¯Λ¯
B
1¯ +
1
2
D0λ¯
B − 1
2
[
λ¯B, σ
]− [ΛB1 , ϕ])+ (A↔ B) ,
− iζ˜AC
(
D1Λ
B
1 +
1
2
D0λ
B − 1
2
[
λB, σ
]− [Λ¯B1¯ , ϕ†])+ (A↔ B) .
δλA =
(
−2F11¯ − iD0σ − 2i[ϕ,ϕ†]
)
ζC,A + 4iζ˜C,AD1ϕ1 −DABζC,B ,
δλ¯A =
(
2F11¯ − iD0σ + 2i[ϕ,ϕ†]
)
ζ˜C,A + 4iζC,AD1¯ϕ1¯ −DAB ζ˜C,B ,
δΛ¯1¯,A = (2F10 + 2iD1σ) ζ˜C,A − 2iD0ϕζ˜C,A − 2iζC,A [σ, ϕ] ,
δΛ1,A = (2F1¯0 − 2iD1¯σ) ζC,A − 2iD0ϕ†ζC,A − 2iζ˜C,A[σ, ϕ†] .
(A.13)
For the hypermultiplet, we define
ψ1˙1 = χ , ψ
2˙
2 = η , ψ
2˙
1 = ψ1 , ψ
1˙
2 = −ψ1¯ ,
ψ¯1˙1 = χ¯ , ψ¯
2˙
2 = η¯ , ψ¯
2˙
1 = ψ¯1 , ψ¯
1˙
2 = −ψ¯1¯ .
(A.14)
We have
δXA = ζ˜C,Aχ+ ζC,Aη ,
δXA
†
= ζ˜AC χ¯+ ζ
A
C η¯ ,(
δχ
δψ1¯
)
=
(
−iζBC (D0 + σ)XB
2iζBCD1¯XB − 2iζ˜BCXBϕ†
)
,(
δψ1
δη
)
=
(
−2iζ˜BCD1XB + 2iζBCXBϕ
iζ˜BC (D0 + σ)XB
)
,(
δχ¯
δψ¯1¯
)
=
(
iζC,B(D0 − σ)XB†
−2iζC,BD1¯XB† − 2iζ˜C,BXB†ϕ†
)
,(
δψ¯1
δη¯
)
=
(
2iζ˜C,BD1X
B† + 2iζC,BXB
†
ϕ
−iζ˜C,B(D0 − σ)XB†
)
.
(A.15)
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B Residue integrals at the large |u| regions
In this appendix, we show that the residue integrals involving the hyperplanes of type (3.57)
does not contribute to the integral with the choice (3.60). Let us consider the localising
action we take for the vector multiplet
1
t2
[
1
e2
LYM + LH
]
, (B.1)
which is modified from the localising action used in [3, 5, 6] by additional term LH. As
explained in section 3.2, we take the limit t→ 0 with e finite so that the localisation locus
for the vector multiplet is given by
∗ F + iD = 0 , D = −i
(
µR − 2[ϕ†, ϕ]− τ
)
, σa = constant , (B.2)
and therefore the path integral localises to the finite dimensional integral of the Cartan
zero modes u = iβ(σ + a0) ∈ tC. As discussed in [3, 5, 6], it is convenient to allow a
constant non-BPS mode Dˆ such that the auxiliary field localises to the field configuration
which satisfies
∗ F + iD = iDˆ , where Dˆ ∈ Rr . (B.3)
Then the contour integral expression can be derived from the algebra of the zero mode
multiplets V = (u, u¯, λ0, λ¯0, Dˆ) . See [3, 5, 6] for more details. The modified Q-exact action
(B.1) affects the Dˆ integrals in the large |u| region. Let us consider G = U(1) theory for
simplicity. The boundary integral for a given η in the neighbourhood of the hyperplane
(3.57) is governed by the expression
Iasymp(η) =
∑
m∈Z
qm lim
t→0
∮
u→±i∞
du
∫
R+iδ
dDˆ
Dˆ
gm(u,m, Dˆ) exp
[
βvol(Σ)
2t2e2
Dˆ2 − iβ
t2
(
−2pim
e2
+ vol(Σ)τ
)
Dˆ
]
,
(B.4)
where g(u,m, Dˆ) is the one-loop contribution with the non-zero Dˆ background, which
reduces to the integrand of the expression (3.48) at Dˆ = 0. Here δ ∈ t is introduced as a
regulator of the Dˆ integral, which is chosen in a way that it satisfies η(δ) < 0 for a choice
of η ∈ t∗ in the definition of the JK-residue integral. [3, 41] The integral can be performed
by rescaling Dˆ → t2Dˆ and taking the limit t→ 0. We find
Iasymp(η) =
∑
m∈Z
qm
∮
u→±i∞
du
∫
R+iδ
dDˆ
Dˆ
gm(u,m, 0) e
−iβ
(
− 2pim
e2
+vol(Σ)τ
)
Dˆ
= −2pii sgn(η)
∑
m∈Z
qm Θ
[
η
(
2pim
e2
− vol(Σ)τ
)]∮
u→±i∞
du gm(u,m, 0) .
(B.5)
If we assign the charges to the pole at infinity at each flux sector m as
Q±∞ =
2pim
e2
− vol(Σ)τ , (B.6)
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we can write
Iasymp(η) = −2pii sgn(η)
∑
m∈Z
qm JK-Res
u→±∞ (Q±∞(u), η) gm(u,m, 0) du (B.7)
In order to match with the geometric interpretation we will choose
η = −2pim
e2
+ vol(Σ)τ (B.8)
so that the boundary contribution always vanish.
C Characteristic classes on a fixed locus and their integration
In this Appendix, we derive expressions for various characteristic classes of bundles on
MT(m1,··· ,mk) =
k∏
i=1
SymmiΣ . (C.1)
and their integration, as needed in section 5. In particular, we would like to compute
(5.106) and prove the integration formula (5.115).
We start by considering the universal divisor
∆ ⊂ Σ× SymmΣ (C.2)
of degree m, which was introduced in (5.40). We denote by f and pi the projections onto
Σ and SymmΣ respectively. Following [17], we denote classes on Σ by
e1, · · · , eg, e′1, · · · , e′g ∈ H1(Σ,Z) , ηΣ ∈ H2(Σ,Z) (C.3)
and as explained in the main body, standard classes on SymmΣ := Σm by
ξi, ξ
′
i ∈ H1(Σm,Z), η ∈ H2(Σm,Z) . (C.4)
By the Ku¨nneth decomposition, the class of the universal divisor can be written as
[∆] = mηΣ + γ + η (C.5)
where γ =
∑g
i=1 ξ
′
iei − ξie′i. By the ring relations of the cohomology of the symmet-
ric product (5.18) and the standard relations on the curve, we have γ2 = −2σηΣ. The
Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem then impies that for any q ∈ Z
td(Σm)ch[pi∗O(q∆)] = pi∗[td(Σ× Σm)ch(O(q∆))] . (C.6)
From this we obtain
ch[pi∗O(q∆)] = pi∗[td(Σ)ch(q∆)]
= pi∗(1 + (1− g)ηΣ) exp(qmηΣ + qγ + qη)
= pi∗(1 + (1− g)ηΣ)(1 + qmηΣ)(1 + qγ − q2σηΣ)eqη
= (qm + (1− g)− q2σ)eqη .
(C.7)
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In order to compute the expression (5.106), we first compute the Chern class of the
line bundle pi∗(O(−∆a) ⊗ O(∆b)) on SymmaΣ × SymmbΣ, where for notational simplicity
we omit the pullbacks by the projections on SymmaΣ, SymmbΣ. We can compute
ch[pi∗O(−∆a)⊗O(∆b)] = pi∗[td(Σ)ch(O(−∆a)⊗O(∆b))]
= pi∗(1 + (1− g)ηΣ) exp[−maηΣ − γa − ηa + mbηΣ + γb + ηb]
= [−ma + mb + (1− g)− (σaa + σbb − σab − σba)]e−η1+η2 ,
(C.8)
where
σabi = ξ
a
i ξ
′
i
b
, σab =
g∑
i=1
σabi , (C.9)
which satisfy the relation γaγb = −2σabηΣ. From this we obtain
c[pi∗(O(−∆a)⊗O(∆b))] = (1− ηa + ηb)−ma+mb−(g−1) exp
[
−σ
aa + σbb − σab − σba
1− ηa + ηb
]
.
(C.10)
Let us define a function
h(ηa − ηb) = e(−ηa+ηb+t)/2 − e(ηa−ηb−t)/2 . (C.11)
Then using the relation (σabi )
2 = 0, we can show that the contribution from the class
[NMVba ] = [H•(L−1a ⊗ Lb)] can be written as 16
ch(∧ˆ•NMVba) = h(ηa − ηb)−ma+mb−(g−1) exp
[
(σaa + σbb − σab − σba)h
′(ηa − ηb)
h(ηa − ηb)
]
.
(C.12)
We would now like to prove (5.115), which is a generalisation of the formula by don Zagier
(5.28) to integrals over MT =
∏k
a=1 Sym
naΣ. We want to show that for any function
A(η1, · · · , ηk) and B(η1, · · · , ηk), we have
∫
MT
A(η1, · · · , ηk) exp
 k∑
a,b=1
σabBab(η1, · · · , ηk)

= res
u1=0
· · · res
uk=0
A(u1, · · ·uk)
un1+11 · · ·unk+1k
[
det
ab
(δab + uaBab(u1, · · · , uk))
]g
.
(C.13)
16In the Appendix, we will omit the weights under the action of the flavour symmetry TH for simplicity,
which can be reintroduced easily.
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This can be demonstrated as follows. First we notice that
exp
 k∑
a=1,b=1
σabBab
 = g∏
i=1
k∏
a=1
k∏
b=1
exp
(
σabi Bab
)
=
g∏
i=1
k∏
a=1
k∏
b=1
(
1 + σabi Bab
)
=
g∏
i=1

k∑
p=0
∑
all {a1,··· ,ap}
⊂{1,··· ,k}
∑
all {b1,··· ,bp}
⊂{1,··· ,k}
p∏
l=1
p∏
m=1
σalbmi Balbm
 ,
(C.14)
where we used
(
σabi
)2
= 0 as well as the fact that σ’s with different indices commute. We
can then make use of the identity [18]
1 =
∫
Σna
ηnaa
(∏
i∈I
η−1a σ
aa
i
)
(C.15)
and its straightforward generalisations to products of symmetric products. They imply
that the only monomials contained in (C.14) surviving integration are the ones for which
the subsets {b1, · · · , bp} are permutations of the {a1, · · · , ap}. Let us denote by Sp the
permutation group of p elements and suppose there is an s ∈ Sp so that s(ai) = bi. Then
k∏
l=1
σ
als(al)
i = sgn(s)
k∏
l=1
σalali . (C.16)
Therefore,
∫
MT
A(η1, · · · , ηk)
g∏
i=1

k∑
p=0
∑
all {a1,··· ,ap}
⊂{1,··· ,k}
∑
all {b1,··· ,bp}
⊂{1,··· ,k}
p∏
l=1
p∏
m=1
(
σalbmi η
−1
al
)
ηalBalbm

= res
u1=0
· · · res
uk=0
A(u1, · · ·uk)
un1+11 · · ·unk+1k
g∏
i=1

k∑
p=0
∑
all {a1,··· ,ap}
⊂{1,··· ,k}
∑
s∈Sp
sgn(s)
p∏
l=1
ualBals(al)

= res
u1=0
· · · res
uk=0
A(u1, · · ·uk)
un1+11 · · ·unk+1k

k∑
p=0
∑
all {a1,··· ,ap}
⊂{1,··· ,k}
∑
s∈Sp
sgn(s)
p∏
l=1
ualBals(al)

g
,
(C.17)
where in the first line we formally divided and multiplied by ηal with respect to (C.14). By
means of the Leibniz expansion of the determinant, this coincides with (C.13), as required.
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